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F~e~h91. d~rs apply-forfUn_
dinQ
.to {ni~PI~'frlerlf~he~i_ccll ~iH
the substance is known to be hazardous or not. ·'
Sunbeam Stoff
The county will use the .funds to
purchase microfilm and computer
SALEM - County .freeholders will equipment during the first · phase of
apply to the state Health Department · the · prograin, which will run from
for funds to implement_'the so-called April 1 through Aug. 31, according to
. "Worker ami Community Right · to Laurence P. Devlin Jr., public h~alth
;
Know Act" requiring businesses to coordinator.
di:>close names of chemicals they use . ·~What we will be doing is buying
and provide ins,tructions· for proper the equipment to set up office during
handling of the substances. ·
the first year,". Devlin said. "During
. The state will allocate $11,290 to the SeCOnd year of ·funding we Will
. counties through health services con- hire someone to staff the office and
·
. tracts to purchase equipment and implement the program."
supplies needed to fulfill requireOnce the equipment. is purchased
ments of the new law, enacted Aug. and the county receives its second. . ,. . 'i
29 .
. . .
year funding, Devlin said ,the com. Under · the . measure , major puters will be programmed to conbusinesses must within a year- place · tain the names and possible healtheflabels on containers bearing hazard- fe-cts 'of some 2,400 different hazarous substances providing the name of , dous substances believed used in
. .. '·
the substance and pro{ler-h.andling of New Jersey.
,Anyone wishing information about
it. Within three years, such labels
must go 9n all containers, whether a specific chemical used by a ma~u-
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facturer ·or busines 'will be able to
contact the local of(ice to obtain a
copy of information on sub_§tance, he
said.
,
,
..
1
Connecting the {ocal computer with
the state office .is also under consideration; Devlin added . . This. will
enable county officials to obtain ~ddi
tiona! information on a certain sub·stance which may be unavailable
locally.
· Enactment of the measure ended a
11 2 year Struggle by environmentalists and labor unions to
· establish a way for workers and residents to determine whether there are
any health risks at a particillar·plant
and what should ·be done to protect
people against those hazards. ,
, Sirrii'lar laws are on the books in
California, Connecticut. New .York,
Maine, Michigan, West Virginia,
Wisconsin and Philadelphia.
At the time the bill was signed into
. _(Continued on page 5 l
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'~CHERkY!HILL- Environmental.
groups and chemical workers are
lending vigorous support to a proposed state· government list of 2,o19
hazardous chemicals that soon must
be labeled 'as such in New Jersey
·
·
factories. : 1 ·
. At a publi~ hearing here yesterday,
workers and representatives of community groups praised the state De·
partment of Health list as extensive
and fair~ Hov,:ever, they raised questions pbout qhemicals they did not
find on the It~. which was drofted as
the first step toward putting into
effe~t New ~ersey's new chemical
''right-to-know" law. .
'·. The list qow represents the key
"right-to-know~' battleground, as
unions and pther groups seek to ex. pand the numb~r of chemicals that
must be. lab~led: 'Chemical compa·
nies are 1expected to seek reductions
in the list.
The "right-to-know" law, signed in
·.!\~gust after a heated legislative bat·
_...... ·--· .. --·-""-· ___ ---------
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The state's list represents the battleground, as
k t •
th
b
f
some groups see 0 Increase e num er 0
chemicals that must be . labeled. Chemical
companies are expected to seek reductt•ons.
tie between environmental and ht·
Among those who have registered
dustry lobbyists, requires about their support for the list are the New
40,000 New Jersey employers to label Jersey Public Advocate, the New Jer·
hazardous chemicals as such at their sey Environmental Lobby and the
job sites. In addition, companies 81~1 ~ f'W"t on OC<'Umust make available to workers and P.patiL ~
an J;a!tfi (Pfilia·""
to local health departments a list of
hazardous chemicals they use and
·At the sparsely attended hearing
must provide fact sheets on each yesterday, PhilaPOSH representschemical to workers requesting tives requested that the state consid·
them.
·
. er adding a few of what Gloucester
The health department's proposed City chemical worker James McGov·
list includes chemicals that are be- ern called "exotic" substances con·
lieved to be potentially explosive, taining formaldehyde, a suspected
flammable, toxic or carcinogenic. carcinogen. Such substances are
With all three public hearings on the newly developed chemicals and are
draft list now completed, health de· used by few companies.
partment officials expect to publish a
"We do work with these every
final list next month after last-min- day," said McGovern. "There's a defilite revisions. The labeling law will nite need to know much more about
take effect in August.
tnese things." ': -

et

•

..

Rick Engler, associate director of
PhilaPOSH, whiCh counts 35 South
Jersey unions among its member·
ship, urged the Department of
Health to ask companies to voluntari·
ty identify hazardous chemicals not
on the list. He also suggested that the
'department study scientific reports
from Scandinavia and Eastern Europe, where, he said, more research
on toxins has been conducted than
in the United States.
James Gelsinger, who works at Mobil Research and Development in
Paulsboro, noted that gasoline was
not on the proposed li>t. Kotbleen
O'Leary, chief of the state's Occupa·
tional Health Program, told Gel·
singer that gasoline's component
chemicals, including butane and
pentane, are on the list. She said the
health department would "go back ,
,and reconsider". adding gasoline. .
Jane Nagoki, representing the Coalition Against Toxics, asked the de- '
partment to add more pesticides to
the list, but she did not name any
that were not already listed. The SO·
member coalition was formed in Evesham Township, Camden County, to
support the use of nontoxic sprays to
kill gypsy moths.
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Busme~es. 1

criticize.list
of chemicals

.
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' TRENTON - It be~ins With acetal. ··dehyde and acetic ~cid and ruriS for
:112 tongue-twisting pages through
. the chemical lexicon to zinc-sulfate
'ahc:l zircoriiuin tetrachloride:
. ·' The documentis New Jersey's Pro··.'po'sed Workplace~ Hazardous· Sub-.
·..·stance List .,.... a compendium of po. '~entially harmful chemicals · that
·;employers must soon label clearly
· ; foi'· workers on the. job and for the·
:; publ'ie. at large. Environmental
. : groups have already praised the list
\as ·extensive and fair, but for busi! ness groups, it is a bombshell..
·.,F. • •
r .The list, compiled by the state De:partment of Health, is the first tangilb.~e'resu~t of New Jersey's new ~right I
.1ta know" law, designed to protect
~workers' health. It will define each
., chemical that companies must label
;and thus indirectly determines how
:much companies will have to spend
·to eomply. · Companies must . give
. workers a list of chemicals they use.
· .· During t~e debate on the legisla.
, :-tion last year, informal estimates of , .
·.·the number of chemicals to be in·
':cluded ranged from 700 to 1,000: The
·list proposed 'last month by the r
. Health · Department contains 2,079 1
chemicals.
. "We're particularly offended at the
.. extremes to which the Department
of. Health. has gone." said James C.
-Morford,. vice president for governmental relations for the New Jersey I
Chamber of Commerce.
"Once again we've got the regulators trying to capture the world....
~They're running amok."
· In a letter soon to be submitted to
. the Health Department, the Chemi. cal Industry Council of New Jersey,
· which lobbied hard last year to soft: en the law's effect on companies,
. says the draft list is excessive.
"By more than doubling the origi, nal number of intended substances,
·the Department of Health has denied
:the business community the opportu. nity to address the inclusion of spe;cific substances on a case-by<ase ba'Sis," wrote council director and
,: lobbyist Hal Bozarth....:,.

'In an interview, Bozarth said
chemical companies in New Jersey
soon would file "voluminous~· comments on .the proposed list, The
Health Department is expected to
publish its final list next month; the'
labeling requirements will take effect in late. summer.
To the layman, the list seems to
include mostly unpronounceably
named chemicals used in chemical
production, oil refining and nearly
.ev.ery industrial process. But it also.
:includes familiar explosive and flam- i
:mabie substances, such as kerosene,
· and oxygen;'toxic elements, such as
arsenic; siispedted carcinogens, such
as asbestos and PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), and .pesticides, such
as lindane; chlordane and DDT. · '
The list alsb includes the pesticide.
· et~ylene dibromide, a suspected car-'
Cinogen that was the recent focus of
state and federal regulations, and
· various forms of dioxin, a byproduct
of herbicide production. Such su));.
stances as aspirin and talc, which as .
.powders can be harmful in an industrial setting, are also included. The
'iaw does not cover consumer goods.
State officials drew on a variety of
government and scientific sources in
compiling the list.. Among them are
substances that the U.S. Department 1
of Transportation (DOT) says must 1
be labeled while being transported.
The state's draft list "probably dou- 1
bled because of the DOT list,". said
Richard Willinger, an attorney for
. .·the state's Occupational Health Pro- 1
. gram. He said chemicals that must be ,
labeled while being transported :
:should also be labeled once they iir· i
.rive at a plant and are transferred to 1
·smaller containers.
;
' The Chemical Industry Council'
..noted in its letter that. unde~ thCj
"right to know" law, the state mus~
·place on its list chemicals alreadY!
listed as potential hazards.by the U.S.
Occupational Safety and Health Ad,
ministration and the U.S. Environ.;
mental Protection Agency. In addi4
. tion, the state must list "any other:
substance which the department,:
based on documented scientific evi-·
.de nee, determines poses a threat to
·the health or safety of an employee."
But the council said it believed
that the "wholesale inclusion" of
other hazardous chemical lists violated the legislature's intent. Bozarth
said the council had no plan to sue
the state over the draft list, but he
indicated that the final version
~uld be car«:fullr.examined.
1
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Workers praiSe state
Right-to-Know law··
.. ..
.

•
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Kathleen O'Leary, chief of the that. are not on the proposed list, but
CHERRY HILL - Workers and
union officials generally praised the department's occupational health pro- said he would .not identify them
state health department's inclusion of gram, noted both chemicals are listed; because Mobil requires employees not
more than 2,000 hazardous substances but agreed their health effects could be to divulge trade seerets. ' .;.
Richard WilliDger; a 1,ealth departunder the state's Worker and Com- different when they are combined into
mentattorney, admitted, the law gives
munity Right-to-Know Act, but cau· other productS.
James Gelsinger of Elk Township, · research. companies some leeway not
tioned at a Wednesday night hearing
that some employers could try to get an employee of Mobil Research and grant~d to other employers. But he
Developmept ·Corp. in Greenwich said even if a toxic material's name is
around the disclosure law.
The law, which requires employers Township, ~id he was concerned that not disclosett under tra<fe secret proviexperimental products used in sions, an employennust still notify the
to identify and provide information laboratories would not be listed.
state about it and·supply data about its;
about the effects of' hazardous · But he also found one very common effect on workers.
I
materials used by workers, takes ef·
hazardous
item
gasoline
that
was
"The.
employee
will
still
receive
a'
feet Aug. 29.
left off.
· ·
fact sheet on the substance, even if he
The health department proposed last
"Gasoline, I know, is not on. It did doesn't know the name of the1
month that 2,079 substances come come to our attention earlier," Ms. substance," Willinger said.
1
under the law. Wednesday's hearing O'Leary said. She explained, however, . · Rick Engler, associate. director of
was the fmal one for public comment that some components of gasoline are the. Philadelphia Area Project on <Jc.i
on what should be on the list before it named.
~upational -Safety and Health
becomes final in May.
Gelsinger, who heads the Mobilab (PHILAPOSH) said the health departUnion's health and safety committee, ment is doing "an excellent job ot
Only six people, other ·than
reporters, attended the session at the said Mobil has a good record of inform• fufilling the mandate of the law."
ing workers about dangers in the proBut he asked the department to conhealth department office here.
ducts they use.
sider soliciting •. information about
"Mobil Corp. has their own tox- unlisted hazardous substances from!
Two workers testified several hazar·
dous substances they work with fre.. icology department. They do give us employers. He also proposed sessions i
information on the hazards of these to tell workers how to use material ,
quently are not on the list.
"I found some of the common things materials as they develop them, but a data sheets that must· be provided \
under the law.
we use are on the list, but some of the lot of places dori't," Gelsinger said.
"My big fear is that small research
Sponsored by Sen. Daniel J. Dalton, 1
more exotic ones are not," said James
McGovern of Paulsboro, an employee and development companies will be 1).4, of Blackwood, the .taw also con- 1
of Products Research and Chemical unwilling to come forward with infor- tains community right-to-know provi- :
Corp. of Gloucester City.
mation on those materials. They don't sions that will be adminstered by the 1
Two such items, he said, are resins have to report what's not on the list," Department of Environmental Protection. Willinger said ·153 items are on
containing phenol and formaldehyde, he added.
both of which are known to be
Gelsinger said he knows of thi-ee tox- that proposed list, which was publishic chemicals used at Mobil Research ed last week.
hazardous.

·,

•
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to veto job descriptions requiring unsafe work practices
Jobs which are too repetitive, boring, or are isolated from other workers

are harmful to health and safety.
he breakdown of work into smaller and more repetitive functions characterizes
many jo s today.
electronic

Auto assemblers, telephone operators, computer programmer, and

and clerical workers typically hold such jobs.

Research has found

that job diss tisfaction and stress is strongly influenced by underutilization of
skills and abilities and by simple and repetitive work.
mental and physical

(see page

Stress is related to many

-----) .

Stress has been found

ly line workers, fork lift drivers, machine tenders, gar-

to be high

ment stitchers, and nurs
jobs, have lower

' aids.

Professors and doctors, who do more varied

ls, despite the apparently demanding character of

their work.
problem often caused by repetitive work ii

A common

the hand caused by repeated bend-

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome,

cutting, sewing and upholstery, assemb

operations and letter sorting.

\

\ '\

\~

Working alone can be hazardous.
ope~ator

I n a tox;tc
S'R.~'11 , f.~re, or exp 1 os~on
the
.
. '"

of an oil refinery unit who works alone may

or her out.

no one to help him

(wa~ning or shutdown devices are

Isolation from

other workers can~ob satisfaction and may contribute to stress related
diseases.
Jobs don't have to be

repet~t~ve,

. .
. b
t h at greater pro d uct~v~ty
an d JO

.

boring, or isolated.
.

sat~sfact~on

show

haveresulted

where people do varied jobs rather than the same function repeatedly.
and unions need much greater influence over job design to insure safety and
37
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Workers ask expansion
of perilous
chemicals
list
118'4
.· . ·

.
~f;J..r
ByWAYNEJ. DAWKINS
Of the Cou~ier-Post

C~L-

Several chemical workers last night asked state
Department of Health officials to
expand the list of hazardous chemicals that must be identified by manufacturers under the controversial
chemical Right To Knew Act.
Under the law, employers must let
the general public and employees
know if any of the the 2,079 chemicals
on the Workplace Hazardous Sub. stance List are used in the manufacture of their products.
The purpose of the law, which was
passed last August and will take effect
this August, is to protect workers who
may unknowingly be handling chemicals. that are hazardous to their
health.
The law has met with opposition
from some manufacturers, who say it
will force them to reveal trade secrets
about· the substances in their products.
Last ·night, about 10 workers
attended the health department's
third and final hearing for South
Jersey residents on the law at the
Southern Region office of the state
~partment of Health here.
James McGovern, of Products &
Research Corp. in Gloucester Township, told department representatives
that he recently became aware of
some "exotic" chemicals at his work. ·place that he said were hazardous and
should go on the list.
He identified the chemicals as a phenolic resin with formaldehyde, which
he said was carcinogenic, and etlytrimethoxysilane, a substance that he
said causes cancer in animals.
"'We're trying to ex.,and the list,"
said McGovern. "To us it's a serious
matter because we have to work with
these chemicals every day."
James Gelsinger, a worker at Mobil
Research and Development Corp. in
Paulsboro, recommended that plati-

num chloride, paraffin wax fume and
gasoline be added to the Workplace
Hazardous Substance List.
Gelsinger said that there are other
chemicals that should be included, but
because companies are fearful of
revealing trade secrets, many workers are unaware that they are handling certain unidentified chemicals
that are hazardous.
"In New Jersey over 100,000
research and development workers
daily handle materials for which
health hazard data exists but will be
unavailable unless the Department of
Health can establish a mearis of providing this trade secret hazardous
substance information to workers," he
said.
Rich Engler, associate director of
Philadelphia Area Project on Occupational Safety and Health, said there
should be a formal system for companies to report hazardous chemicals
that they know exist on their jobsites.
"The central point is making sure
employers are obligated to report
chemicals that are not on the list," he
said.
"There are 40,000 employers
coveredbythisactandnotasingleone
has suggested a single addition.
There's no question that there are
more than 2,07g chemicals."
Engler's group is a coalition of 130
Delaware Valley unions, 35 of which
are in South Jersey.
O'Leary said after hearing and
responding to public comments, the
state agency will prepare written
comments and make changes to the
Workplace Hazardous Substance List
if necessary and submit it for adoption.
The list of chemicals is to be adopted
in May. Other sections of the Right to
Know Act will be adopted in August.
Previous public hearings were held
Monday in Trenton for Central Jersey
residents and April4 in Bloomfield for
North Jersey resldepts.

In November, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration finally released its federal hazard communication
standard, a move that it hoped would
lay to rest long-standing arguments
over employee access to information
about hazardous workplace substances.
But instead of dying down, the controversy over so-called "right-to-know" legislation has moved into the courtroom.
The impending court testimonies will
point up a "role reversal" that Dan C.
Edwards, health and safety director of
the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
(OCAW), calls "almost ludicrous." Five
states and organized labor, the earliest
advocate of a federal standard, call the
regulation too weak. They're suing for
either a stronger federal standard or
for the states to be able to pass stronger rules of their own. "We did not
have sufficient impact in this Administration to get a decent [federal] standard," says Edwards.
Unmanageable. Industry, usually
OSHA's adversary, is frightened enough
about the prospect of complying
with differing state regulations
to stand firmly behind OSHA.
"If you have 16 or 17 different
sets of regulations, the logistics
become almost unmanageable,"
contends A. Thayre Talcott,
manager of product safety compliance at Dow Chemical.
OSHA's rule, if it stands, will
apply to about 600 workplace
substances that are known to be
carcinogenic or otherwise dangerous. The list duplicates substances covered by OSHA's General Industry Standards and by
the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists' Threshold Limit Values for Chemical Substances
and Physical Agents in the
Work Environment.
Under the regulation, manufacturers also must evaluate
other substances they make or
use to see whether they should
be considered hazardous. They
must report "any adverse health
effect" that shows up on even
one animal or human study.
38
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For any substance in the above categories, the rule sets these requirements:
• Employers in manufacturing must label hazardous substances, post a list of
hazardous materials and provide a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) on
those substances. The name and address of the substance's manufacturer
must be on the label, but the chemical
name need not appear. A tradename or
generic name will do.
• Manufacturers must offer education

OSHA's standard covers only
manufacturing sites, angering
both workers and the states
programs to ensure that workers understand the hazards of their workplace
and are aware of the information resources available to them. And they
must train employees to handle these
substances properly.
• Chemical manufacturers or formulators must include completed MSDS
OSHA's Tyson: ''Our standard will preempt. "

forms for shipments of goods to customers in manufacturing.
• Employers must release the identity
of materials for which they claim trade
secrecy to health professionals who
prove that workers' health needs cannot
be met by hazard data alone.
Labor and the states are angry that
OSHA's standard covers only workers in
manufacturing. They are even angrier
about trade secrecy provisions that they
claim employers can use to hide essential information. And they are positively
livid about OSHA's insistence that its
rule preempts tougher state and local
laws. "The states are primarily concerned about preemption," while labor
is "primarily concerned about substance," notes Stephen Grossmark, Illinois' assistant attorney general.
The result of the combined anger is a
legal action, initiated by the United
Steelworkers of America (USWA) in the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia. Public Citizen, an organization
affiliated with Ralph Nader, is party to
the action; OCAW says it plans
to join; and the AFL-CIO is generally understood to be behind
the Steelworkers. New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut
have filed to intervene as petitioners alongside the USWA.
Suits filed by New York, Massachusetts and Illinois in their own
districts, all of which argue that
OSHA's standard should not
weaken their stronger laws,
have been consolidated into the
USWA petition.
Real protection. The antiOSHA coalition has its friends in
Congress. Representative Bruce
F. Vento (D., Minn.) last month
introduced a nonbinding congressional resolution with 52
sponsors, asking that OSHA immediately revise its November
regulation "to provide real protection for all workers," as Vento stated in Congress.
But OSHA has lined up some
impressive support, too. Exxon,
Atlantic Richfield, the Chemical
Manufacturers Assn. (CMA), the
American Petroleum Institute,

From the ACS: Pesticides penetrate clothes . . .

Even while wearing protective clothing, agricultural
workers and home gardeners may absorb low doses
of pesticides into their skin. So said Richard A.
Fenske of the University of California, Berkeley, at
the American Chemical Society (ACS) meeting last
week in St. Louis. Fenske reported that workers who
sprayed pesticides showed a surprising accumulation
of pesticide on surface areas that were supposedly
protected by coveralls, multiple clothing layers and
rubber gloves. "This means," Fenske said, "that
even workers who carefully wash skin areas that
were protected while handling pesticides may unknowingly leave significant amounts of pesticide on
their skin." Fenske monitored exposure by mixing
trace quantities of a fluorescent whitening agent,
identical to laundry detergent brighteners, with the
pesticide to be sprayed. He examined each sprayer's
skin, before and after spraying, under long-wave
ultraviolet light. Under the light, the fluorescent
agent traced a glowing pattern on each worker's
skin, revealing where and how much pesticide had
reached the skin. "Because this method is visual, the
worker is involved in the evaluation," Fenske said.
"It's not like shipping samples to a lab and finding
out three weeks later that you've been exposed."
. . . Cyanamid's cross-linking know-how . . .

Researchers at American Cyanamid (Wayne, N.J.)
have developed a new cross-linking technology that
works at ambient temperatures, reported David Ley,
one of the researchers, at the ACS meeting. The technology is based on the reaction of activated carboxylic acids with amines, and was made possible by
Ley's synthesis of a new reactive monomer, methyl
acrylamidoglycolate methyl ether, a tri-functional
molecule. Cyanamid plans to use the technology, Ley
said, in forming high-performance ambient-cure coatings, formaldehyde-free binders for nonwoven textiles and in acrylic elastomers. A prototype clear
automotive refinish already has demonstrated much
higher gloss retention after accelerated ultraviolet
light exposure and humidity weathering than three
commercial acrylic-urethane systems that contained
light stabilizers.
. . . synthesizing garlic's active ingredient .

The active ingredient in garlic has been synthesized,
opening the way to a detailed study of the bulb's
reputed medicinal powers, scientists from the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) told the ACS.
"Grinding up garlic bulbs and isolating the active
ingredient, allyl methyl trisulfide, takes months and

has an extremely poor yield," said chemist George
Baramay. "Now we can make unlimited quantities in
two days." Allyl methyl trisulfide already has been
shown to inhibit blood clotting and is being investigated for possible beneficial effects on serum cholesterol levels. Baramay said the reaction to make the
key three-sulfur-atom chain is based on a new, mild
method developed for cross-linking sulfur-containing
amino acids in peptide chains. The yield of the key
step was reported to be 60%, with methyl sulfide and
methanol being the only byproducts.
. . . and a new polymerization catalyst

A serendipitous discovery by a chemist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison has produced a new
type of light-activated polymerization catalyst that,
unlike most such catalysts, is not inactivated by oxygen. Wisconsin's Robert C. West, discussing the catalysis work at the ACS meeting, said that polysilanes, polymers in which the backbone is made
completely of silicon rather than carbon atoms, are
powerful photo-initiation catalysts that 3M is now
testing in several of its commercial systems. Recent
modifications of the polysilane molecules by 3M scientists have rendered the catalyst even more active
and inert to oxygen. "If we can eliminate the need to
keep photo-initiated polymerizations under an inert
atmosphere, the costs of these processes will be dramatically reduced," said West. Zapping the catalysts
with light severs the bonds between the silicon atoms within the polysilane molecule, breaking the
molecule into two identical radical fragments. The
radicals then initiate polymerization. At the same
meeting Robert D. Miller, of IBM Research (San Jose,
Calif.), detailed IBM's effort to use West's polysilanes
in lithographic masks for semiconducter etching. He
said that several modified polysilanes have been
tried in test systems and have performed extremely
well. "I believe we are on to a new class of masking
compounds that will prove valuable as we move to
smaller and smaller line widths in the semiconductor
industry," Miller said. He also expects fewer contamination problems.
A chlorine plant converts to membranes

Olin (Stamford, Conn.) will replace diaphragm cells
at its Mcintosh, Ala., chlor-alkali plant with ion exchange membranes developed by Kanegafuchi
Chemical Industry (Osaka). Olin says the conversion
will significantly reduce the energy cost of producing chlorine and caustic, and will be conducted without interrupting normal production. Completion is
scheduled for the summer of 1986.
April 18, 1984/Chemical Week
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New York's Abrams: Taking OSHA to

the National Paint and Coatings Assn.
and other industry groups have filed to
intervene as respondents with OSHA.
Industry's main goal, it appears, is to
ensure preemption. "We think it's very
important that there be a single law,"
says Stephen B. Hamilton, manager of
environmental technology and safety at
General Electric. "We would feel better
if the same label were on that bottle
whether we use it in North Carolina or
New York State."
State rules. But barring preemption,
the proliferation of state rules probably
will continue. Proposals have died in
Colorado, Delaware, Florida and Texas
but are very much alive in other states.
Aside from the 16 states with existing
right-to-know laws, Hawaii, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Idaho and Kansas all have
introduced legislation. Iowa seems
poised to pass a standard that mimics
OSHA's in most respects, but would cover most employers other than farmers
and commercial pesticide applicators.
Many executives concede that existing state laws have not caused nightmares yet. But they are certain that the
spread of state rules will make the situation untenable. "The state requirements haven't been exasperating because [most have] not gone into effect,"
says Randal P. Schumacher, CMA's director of health, safety, and chemical
regulation. "But the potential for them
to be exasperating is great."
The clash over preemption is only the
latest manifestation of the long-standing conflict over right-to-know or haz-

ard communications requirements. Labor and
its allies have lobbied
hard and long for information about workplace
substances that pose
both immediate and longterm health hazards to
those exposed. They
claim that statistical evidence shows a clear need
for more information.
"While the incidence of
industrial accidents is declining, that of occupational disease is increasing, presumably because
of more exposure to
more exotic substances
in the workplace," notes
Joseph Dear, research director for the Washington State Labor Council.
Unions want to make
sure there is no repeticourt.
tion of the case of workers at an Occidental
Chemical pesticide plant in Lathrop,
Calif., who were exposed to dibromochloropropane (DBCP). Dow, which supplied Occidental with DBCP, had since
1958 had evidence that the substance
caused testicular damage in lab animals. But neither Oxy nor the workers
were apprised of this information until
1977, after a large number of workers
had already become sterile.
Despite pressure from labor groups
and others, ·osHA did not
AFL-CIO's
file its first proposal for
a labeling standard until
the final hours of the
Carter Administration.
The matter rested during
the first year of the
Reagan Administration,
when the Office of Management and Budget stymied the proposed standard, calling it too
expensive.
Sources in labor say
that it was industry, dismayed by the passage of
several state laws, that
pressured the Administration for a national
standard. Those sources
argue that by issuing a
weaker standard, the Administration went back
on its own promises.
"The Reagan Administration comes in, announcing that there has
been too great a role for

federal intervention and that they are
going to have the states play a much
larger role," observes George Cohen, an
attorney with Bredhoff and Kaiser
(Washington, D. C.), who is representing the Steelworkers in their case
against OSHA. "Lo and behold, the
states took them up on it, and a series
of meaningful laws are passed. Now
we've got the companies, who rejoiced
at the idea of less federal regulation,
saying, 'Rescue us.' "
Many executives would bridle at Cohen's wording. But until recently, industry's stand on right-to-know was that it
should not be a matter for regulation,
federal or otherwise. It claimed that voluntary standards would do the job.
CMA's Schumacher, for example, says
that his organization proposed a "labeling and precautionary information manual" three decades ago. "We've been
working on hazard communication since
the 1930s, when we began working on
chemical safety data sheets," he says.
Lesser evil. Now, with hopes for voluntarism all but dead, industry has
jumped on the OSHA standard as the
lesser of possible evils. Says CMA's
Schumacher, "We believe that OSHA
has provided an approach for protecting
the worker that does it uniformly
across the states and that assures the
flow of goods."
Labor, of course, couldn't disagree
more. From its view, even the title of
the OSHA standard is wrong. Labor dislikes "hazard communication," preferSeminario: State enforcement is too slow.

ring the term "right-to-know."
tract Manufacturers Assn.
Disaffection with the law is
The distinction goes beyond
widespread. "We fought very
semantics. Labor insists it has a
right to complete information,
strongly to have a hazard communications standard rather
including
precise
chemical
than a chemical identity Jaw,"
names and compositions. The
OSHA standard focuses on apsays Hal Bozarth, executive director of the New Jersey Chemiprising workers of hazardscal Industry Council. "It means
putting a flammable label on
more to a worker" to have hazcontainers, for example. Alard and handling information
though the regulation does manthan to have the chemical name,
date labels, it allows the use of
Bozarth maintains.
brandnames that often give little indication of what a subNo protection. That opinion
has the full backing of CMA. "A
stance really is. The standard
says that chemicals can be idenchemical name doesn't protect
you from anything," insists Robtified with "any designation the
in Hertz, a CMA epidemiologist.
employer chooses to use, as long
Hazard information is "the key,
as it appears on the list of hazardous chemicals for the work
[not] a long chemical name you
can't pronounce."
area, and on the associated maMoreover, industry people interial safety data sheet."
sist their track record is good
Most labor leaders concede
that the rule as it stands will
for providing such information,
not only in New Jersey but also
probably help workers avoid exthroughout the country. Alposure to chemicals that represent acute hazards. But they rethough privately some concede
that OSHA's standard would enmain concerned that it won't
force employers to provide inforable a company to conceal vital
CMA's Schumacher: Varying rules would be exasperating.
health information, most insist
mation about substances that
may damage workers' health only after obfuscate hazard warning statements." that the vast majority of corporations
chronic exposure-or that will sow the
The New Jersey statute also requires are acting within the letter as well as
seeds of diseases that show up years manufacturers to submit the chemical within the spirit of the law. "Every time
later. Without such data, physicians identity of all substances-including you see something in the press, the immight have difficulty diagnosing certain those protected by trade ~ecrecy legisla- plication is that there's no information
diseases, particularly if the worker has tion-to the Health Dept. That provi- given," grouses Crisorio. "The worker
changed jobs. "The only way to get a sion worries flavor and fragrance mak- is fully apprised of the hazards and the
second opinion is to get the chemical ers, many of whom operate in New safe levels for products."
But the methods for conveying hazname," argues Matthew Gillen, an inard information still get mired in trade
dustrial hygienist with Hazard Audit Industry is putting support
secrecy issues. The OSHA rule and sev(New York City), which provides conbehind the OSHA standard as eral of the state rules mandate that a
sulting St2rvices to unions.
complete MSDS be passed to downChemical names. Many state legisla- less disruptive than state rules
tors apparently agree with labor. Washstream manufacturers. Many chemical
ington passed a bill last month requir- Jersey. They are constantly coming up companies say they have done this for
ing employers to give generic and with new formulas-as many as 50,000 several years-but some customers say
chemical names of substances. Gover- a year, by some estimates-and they that the MSDS is often incomplete.
"For the last several years, we've had
nor John Spellman has since vetoed consider each one a trade secret.
"The record of public agencies in problems in getting specific formulas
nearly every provision of the bill, but
labor has vowed to have the bill reintro- their ability to protect trade secrets is because our suppliers consider that induced next session. Last August, New dismal," says a spokesman for Interna- formation proprietary," says Michael J.
Jersey passed a right-to-know Jaw re- tional Flavors and Fragrances, whose Vaudreuil, health and safety director
quiring labels on containers to list the major U.S. manufacturing site is locat- for N a tiona! Semiconductor (Santa
chemical name and Chemical Abstracts ed in New Jersey. The state's Jaw, he Clara, Calif.) Often, he says, his firm
Service Registry number. It does not, says, "gives a clear signal to [our] in- performs its own analyses of the phoironically, mandate that those labels in- dustry that it is not a state in which to toresists and developers it uses.
expand or consider development."
clude hazard warnings.
Burden of proof. Still, the OSHA rule
In fact, fragrance industry executives offers ample protection for suppliers
The very mention of the New Jersey
statute sends industry eyeballs rolling plan to meet with Governor Thomas H. who keep their formulas secret. It speheavenward. "We're in the throes of Kean this month to try to persuade him cifically exempts employers from namtrying to establish a program to meet that the state has underestimated the ing a substance if they can prove that
the New Jersey labeling requirements," paperwork burden it might create. "It disclosure would jeopardize a trade sesays Lorie A. Crisorio, associate corpo- would be a very expensive proposition cret. They need only indicate on the
rate director for product safety at for New Jersey," warns Daniel R. MSDS that trade secrecy is the reason
Union Carbide. "We're concerned that Thompson, attorney for the Fragrant for withholding the information, and
the labels will be complex, that they will Materials Assn. and the Flavor and Ex- then provide data about the substance's
40
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hazards and properties. They would
have to release the exact chemical name
of a substance to researchers and to
health professionals who need it to
treat ill workers. But the burden of
proof is on those professionals to show
that other information provided by the
employer-for example, the chemicals'
properties and effects as well as methods of monitoring, analyzing, and controlling exposure-is not aufficient.
To Michael Wright, an industrial hygienist in USWA's Health and Safety
Dept., that provision is a loophole that
will provide any employer "with the opportunity to conceal" information. Moreover, it's "a very cumbersome mechanism" that "can take months" to yield
information. "By that time," he argues,
"the unlabeled chemical could have
done considerable damage to people."
Preemption. Although many state officials agree with Wright's complaint,
their immediate concern remains preemption. Aside from the obvious state
rights vs federal rights principles involved, the states are upset by substantive differences in the coverage of the
OSHA regulation and their own. The
OSHA rule covers only those workers in
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes 20 through 39-that is, only workers in manufacturing industries, or 21%
of the total nonfarm workforce.
Most of the states want to include
workers in construction, transportation
and service industries. The right-toknow law just vetoed by Washington's
Governor Spellman, for example, would have covered all
workers except those on farms
employing four or fewer persons. California's law, in effect
since early 1983, applies to all
workers, some 10.2 million people, according to Jeff Jones, associate industrial hygienist for
Cal-OSHA. He adds that if the
OSHA standard were extrapolated to California, it would cover
just 2 million people.
OSHA continues to maintain
that "employees in manufacturing are at the greatest risk of
experiencing health effects from
exposure to hazardous chemicals." But it is not getting much
agreement on the point.
"Farm workers are routinely
exposed to pesticides," declared
New York Attorney General
Robert Abrams when he announced his state's suit against
OSHA in December. "Construction workers come in contact
with materials like paint thinner,
42
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asbestos, and toxic fumes and smoke.
Dry cleaning workers use perchlorethylene and other known carcinogens all
day long." USWA's Wright adds to that
list airplane mechanics who use the
same solvents as do the workers who
produce the plane.
Lengthy constitutional arguments
over states rights are likely, particularly since 24 states have adopted their
own health and safety programs in accordance with the Occupational Safety
and Health (OSH) Act of 1970. OSHA
pays for half the cost of these pro-

The OSHA rule offers ample
protection for suppliers who
keep their formulas secret
grams. In fiscal 1984, that share will
run about $B4.6 million.
The law treats "state-plan" states a
little differently from other states. According to the OSH Act, state-plan
states' regulations must be "at least as
effective" as federal rules on issues already covered by OSHA Many of the
state-plan states have simply adopted
federal rules as they come up.
If a state-plan state creates a standard that covers an issue already addressed by OSHA, and if the state's rule
differs from that of the federal agency
and affects interstate commerce, the
state must be able to show that "compelling local conditions" make its separate rule necessary. In addition, the
Allied's Uffleman: "Every intention of complying."

state's rule must not "unduly burden
interstate commerce."
The current quarrel over state hazard
labeling laws represents the first major
test of this provision of the act. California-which has its own state plan-did,
in 1981, adopt a more stringent rule on
ethylene dibromide (EDB) that caused a
flap between the state and OSHA. California used the compelling local condition argument to press for a lower permissible level of EDB exposure when
the state first expanded use of the pesticide to combat the Mediterranean fruit
fly. But OSHA let the matter drop.
Proving local need. Under the OSH
Act, states that do not have their own
health and safety plans can address any
health or safety issue not covered by
OSHA, without the requirement that
they prove compelling local need for the
measure. In the event of preemption,
this may mean that right-to-know laws
in non-state-plan states might be allowed to cover nonmanufacturing employees, without any additional legal
steps, because the states might argue
that coverage of those workers is not
addressed by OSHA. It is possible that
state-plan states' laws covering nonmanufacturing employees might also be
allowed to stand, but these states might
have to go through the added steps of
proving compelling local conditions.
Patrick R. Tyson, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Occupational
Safety and Health, is the man who has
effectively been running OSHA since
Thorne Auchter's departure as
Assistant Secretary of Labor
and OSHA chief on Mar. 31. He
doubts that any state-plan state
will be able to find compelling
local conditions that "would justify different requirements."
Since the OSHA standard does
address labeling, Tyson considers it unacceptable for state-plan
states to deviate from the federal rule's labeling requirements.
Tyson is less certain about
how the courts will rule on nonstate-plan states. "In non-stateplan states, I don't think there is
any question that our standard
will preempt in manufacturing
in two years," the effective date
of the national standard, he
says. But he concedes the possibility that rules governing construction, transportation and
other nonmanufacturing workers in such states may well be
allowed to stand. Tyson's advice
to companies is that they proceed as though preemption were
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a fact. "It doesn't make sense" for
them to have to simultaneously comply
with several standards, he says.
Indeed, several companies say they
already are in compliance with the
OSHA rule. "In some cases, we have
gone beyond the standard, and in others, it goes beyond what we're doing,"
says Paul R. Wilkinson, in-house consultant on hazardous communication in the
environmental division of DuPont's Legal Dept. Du Pont, he says, already labels substances with chemical name and
hazard warnings, and spends an hour a
month on formal employee health and
safety training (the OSHA standard requires two hours a year). To be in compliance, the company need only specify
on its MSDS form where spaces are
blank because of the unavailability of
information, Wilkinson says.
Since in most cases the state laws are
more rigid than the OSHA rules, other
companies have little to lose by gearing
up to meet the federal standard now.

Few clashes have occurred,
because enforcement of state
rules is called spotty at best
"Progress toward compliance with the
OSHA standard is progress toward compliance with state standards," notes
Carbide's Crisorio.
So far, there have been few direct
clashes over contradictory rules. Part of
the reason is that enforcement of regional laws is spotty at best. Margaret
Seminario, associate director of the
AFL-CIO's Occupational Safety, Health
and Social Security Dept., says that
state enforcement "is taking a long
time, longer than we'd like to see in
some cases, to move from legislation to
the executive branch." She says some
states-Rhode Island, for instance-are
so far using "friendly persuasion,"
sending information to employers as
part of an education program.
Enforcement In the last year, California has issued 380 citations against
companies that failed to provide information to employees. But officials in
Cal-OSHA, the agency charged with enforcement, say they're not sure what
fines or other legal action followed.
"Cal-OSHA is supposed to handle enforcement," notes Robin Baker, director
of the Labor Occupational Health Program at the University of California at
Berkeley, which trains industrial hygienists. "But the problem is they're
crippled by budget cuts. There's no one
on staff to review the data sheets as
they come in, and [to] enforce the law."
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Cincinnati passed a stringent local
worker right-to-know ordinance in 1982,
but enforcement has been hampered by
a lack of funds and staff, says Greg
Rowe, manager of government and
community affairs for the Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. So far,
Rowe notes, there have been no citations by the city's fire department,
which is charged with administering the
law and includes right-to-know requirements in its twice-yearly inspections.
"The department is taking a cooperative
attitude" and tries to help employers
meet the ordinance's provisions, says
Rowe. "What it's looking for is a goodfaith effort."
Although he won't name names,
Rowe says he suspects that firms in the
city are taking advantage of the lack of
enforcement, hoping that OSHA's rule
will preempt the local law before they
are called to task for violating it. "I
haven't heard a company say fiat out"
that it would ignore the city ordinance
because of the OSHA standard, Rowe
says. But he says he's heard some
firms imply that they might ignore it.
Fewer than 40. New York's enforcement record so far is better than Cincinnati's-but only somewhat. The state,
which passed its right-to-know law in
1980, has been "inspecting on a complaint-only basis," says Stuart Scp.rank,
assistant director of safety and health
for the state Labor Dept. He says the
state has received fewer than 40 complaints so far. These "run the gamut,"
he says, but tend to come from employees of small-to-medium-sized firms. If a
call from the Labor Dept. doesn't get
results, the state Attorney General's office steps in. The New York State Attorney General's office says that in
most cases, it gets the desired information. "We've gotten information for people by writing letters," says Nancy
Stearns, assistant attorney general.
Schrank attributes the small number
of complaints to ignorance of the law
and fear of reprisals. The state's Health
Dept. is trying to heighten public
awareness by holding seminars and distributing 10,000 right-to-know implementation kits and 250,000 chemical fact
sheets. But Robert Stone, chief of the
Health Dept.'s Chemical Information
Section, admits that "we don't really
know" how effective the law is because
"there are no mandatory reporting procedures built in." Joel Shufro, director
of the New York Committee for Occupational Safety and Health, asserts,
"Since there are no routine inspections,
our experience has been that most employers do not comply with the educa-

tion provisions of the law." The law, he
says, "works well where people exercise
their rights. Where people don't, there's
no enforcement.''
Exercising those rights has already
cost some workers their jobs. New York
is now pressing charges against two
employers, Vulcan Fuel and Resin Optics, both accused of firing workers who
asked for hazard information and training. In a third suit, already two years
old, the state charges that Consolidated
Edison failed to respond to workers' requests for information and for training.
But while enforcement is generally
less than rigorous, labor insists that it
would rather throw in its lot with the
states because OSHA's reputation for
enforcing existing standards has declined. Advocates of state and local
right-to-know laws point out that citations for serious violations dropped 41%
between fiscal 1980 and fiscal 1983,
while penalties proposed by the agency
dropped from $18.7 million to $6.4 mil-

Some states are concentrating
on 'friendly persuasion' with
employer education programs
lion. And though former administrator
Auchter managed to keep deep cuts
from seriously decimating the agency's
1,200-person inspection staff, inspectors
operate very differently from the way
they did five years ago. Now, for example, OSHA checks records but does not
conduct safety inspections of manufacturers whose records show fewer injuries than the national average.
Dual laws. In looking to the states,
unions now are teaming up with environmental groups and pressing for dual
worker and community right-to-know
laws. New Jersey covers both areas under one statute, as did the vetoed Washington bill. A bill offered in Pennsylvania also takes this approach. And it
comes out on the side of precise labeling. The legislature probably will vote
sometime this month on the measure,
which covers 2,500 substances.
If all these laws wind up passing, industry will have some difficult decisions
to make. It can sit pat, hoping for OSHA
preemption. Or it can try to figure out
the most economical way of complying
with a myriad of different rules. Publicly, most executives echo William R. Uffleman, Allied's manager for state government relations, who says that "we
have every intention of complying with
the laws when we physically can do it.''
What companies actually will do remains to be seen.
D
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Brown: Right-to-Know .
Laws Will Kill Farming
TRENTON (UPI) -A bill to exIn addition ·tO extending the
tend to farm workers a state law
law's protections to farm workers,
requiring businesses,,~ tell workthe blll would also call for farmers
ers what chemicals are used in the
to spray less often, use more biwork place will kill agriculture in
ological means of kllling _insects,
New Jersey, Agriculture Commisrequire farmers and farmhands to·
sioner Arthur Brown said Thursbe instructed in how to handle the · ·
day.
pesticides and require fanners to :
Brown, testifying before the
notify neighbors seven days in ad- :
vance of their intentions to spray.
Joint Appropriations Committee,
said he opposed the blll, and said a
Brown told Adubato during · ·:
federal study that says one in
questioning about the departthree New Jersey farm workers
ment's proposed 1985 $6.2 million •
, are accidently sprayed by deadly
budget he supported some of the :
pesticides whlle they toll is incorbill's provisions.
.
;
"The educational aspect is fine. :
rect.
We've been trying to educate the :
Brown said, however, he supports telling farm workers what
applicators and the workers," he !
chemicals are being used lri their· said, and challenged the federal i
fields.
report's veracity.
f
"It's a blll that would push agri"That report you're referring to .
is erroneous from the first line to
culture out of the state of New Jerthe last line," he told Adubato. ·
sey," he told one of the bill's
sponsors, Assemblyman Stephen
"I'm not saying there are not
misuses (of pesticides). There is •.
Adubato, I)..Essex. "We're very
misuse in everything," he said. "I
upset about the regulation as it is
think it's way less than that.
written. It's just too harsh.
-"We're trying our best to make
"We're not opposed to letting
them (farm workers) safe," he ·
anyone know," he said. "It's just
.. said.
·
·
themethod."
Department spokeswoman PatAdubato and Lesniak, DUnion,
want to extend the Community . ricia Quinn said 412 complaints of
pesticide misuse were filed in fisRight to Know law signed by Gov.
cal year 1983, but ·only 20 were
Thomas Kean last August to protect. farm workers from the toxic · farm-related. Of the 20, ·she said, ·
only 10 proved justified.
chemicals used in pesticides.
Brown complained the bill was
The law, pa~ and signed over
"duplicative" because it required
the vehement protests of chemical
the Department of Environmental
and other industry. groups, reProtection to exa~ine and apquires companies to inform emprove.chemicals the federal Envi- .·
ployees of the types and dangers of . ronmental Protectection Agency
hundreds of chemicals used daily
and the state had approved.
in the work place.
Adubato said Brown did not sur-·
Adubato and Lesniak argue the
prisedhim.
.
bill is needed to protect the state's
"I knew it was his reaction be-:
35,000 fannworkers.
fore he said it," he said. "I wanted·
to make it public."
.
7
"I wholeheartedly disagree,":
with Brown's contention will de-·
stroy the state's $3 billion agricul-:
ture industry, he said. "That's the:
argument the chemical companies:
used. If I believed that I wouldn't .
have introduced it...
r
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sible exposure limit of 0.1 fibers per cubic centimet~r of air
June 26 at rulemaking hearings held by the OCcupaJional
Safety and Health Administration.
~
- Kenneth Miller, an occupational health physician with
OCAW, noted that OSHA's own risk assesstnent predicted 17
excess deaths per thousand at 0.5 f/cc, seven excess deaths
per thousand at 0.2 f/cc, and three excess deaths per thousand at 0.1 f/cc. "In light of this data we cannot see how
OSHA can do anything other than promulgate a PEL of 0.1
fibers per cubic centimeter," Miller said.
Testimony by the OCAW official. came during the second
week of the asbestos hearings, which began June 19 (Current
Report, June 21, p. 35; June 28, pp. 60, 61}.
_Miller stated that, by abandoning its stand upholding the
primacy of engineering controls and work practices as the
mainstay of exposure control, OSHA "has virtually emasculated whatever protection from asbestos-associated disease
that it may have intended to achieve through the promulgation of. the present proposal." He charged that OSHA is
contributing to significant exposures and subsequent illness
and death. "by giving employers the 'option' to substitute the
use of respirators in situations where feasible work practices and engineering controls may in fact exist."
In addition, Miller rejected OSHA's proposal to raise the
standard's action level from 0.1 flee to 0.2 f/cc, stating that
this revision would deny medical screening to workers
whose lives might be saved by secondary interventions when
efforts at primary prevention have failed. OCA W also endorsed a short te~ exposure limit of 0.5 f/cc, or five times
the PEL.·
,
"It is of critical imj,ortance that a comprehensive standard. for medical surveillance activities be appropriately
tailored to the risks of asbestos-related disease," according
to Miller. He advocated that, at a minimum, such a program
should include a pre-employment physical exam, medical
and occupational history, baseline chest X-ray, pulmonary
function studies, a graded program of chest X-ray and
sputum cytology surveillance, frequent screening for gastrointestinal malignancies by application of stool testing, inclusion of formerly exposed worker who are at the highest risk
at present for asbestos-induced disease, and provisions for
medical removal and rate retention precluding further work
exposure.
Miller. recommended that the OSHA standard require a
smoking cessation program, but opposed allowing employers to refuse to hire smokers for jobs involving asbestos
exposure. Similar comments were made by other labor
representatives in other segments of the hearing (see related
article in this issue}. In addition, Miller warned against
annual chest X-rays, stating that an X-ray every two to
three years is sufficient. He advocated sputum cytology as
"a great possibility" in disease detection since it is an
inexpensive technique which involves no risk to the worker.
The current OSHA proposal "will do little more than tum
back the regulatory clock," Miller said. Its real effect, he
added, ''will allow for further actual exposure by providing
an escape clause for industry through the unjustifiably
overbroad reliance on respirators."
Comprehensive Health Program

The American Association of Occupational Health Nurses
urged OSHA to revise the asbestos standard to include "a
comprehensive health surveillance program," including early detection of developing disease, appropriate intervention,
•
referral, and follow-up, complete health histories including
._ occupational and environmental exposures, administration
7-5-84

of respiratory disease questionnaires, and pulmonary function tests.
Matilda A. Babbitz, AAOHN executive director, testified
thattlie ·current Uan.dllrd does not provide for a comprehensive health surveillance program. She urged the incorporation of a requirement that physicians take the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health-approved
course in spirometry and that NIOSH certify and recertify
individuals rather than course directors. Babbitz opposed a
proposed change that would allow employers up to six
months to conduct preplacement examinations for
employees.
In addition~ she urged the recognition of the occupational
health nurse as an appropriate professional to assume responsibility for monitoring indicators of diseases related to
asbestos exposure and to develop training programs for
employees exposed to asbestos. "We recommend that occupational health nurses be identified as one of the health
professionals having primary responsibility fot' implementing appropriate sections of the asbestos standard," Babbitz
concluded.
Right· To-Know

FEDERAL PRE-EMPTION IS DISGUISE
FOR WEAKER STANDARDS, STATE OFFICIAL SAYS
As embodied in the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's hazard communication standard, federal preemption of state right-to-know laws is merely "a poorly
disguised argument for weaker standards," Robert E.
Hughey, commissioner of the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, testified June 26 before a House
labor subcommittee.
He endorsed H.J. Res. 514, a resolution calling for a
revised, more comprehensive hazard communication regulation which does not pre-empt state law, as setting minimum
standards upon which states can improve.
The New Jersey Right To Know Act establishes a comprehensive system for the disclosure and dissemination of
information about hazardous substances in the workplace
and the environment, according to Hughey. The law guarantees New Jersey citizens access to the exact chemical
identity of hazardous substances to which they may be
exposed at their workplace or in their communities, and also
will provide them. with information concerning the short and
long term effects of exposure to these hazardous substances.
Under the state law employers are required to report to
the state department of health those hazardous substances
present at their place of business; maintain a file of basic
safety information about these hazardous substances for
their employees' use; provide their employees with education and training on how to handle these substances; label
containers of hazardous substances within 18 months, and
all containers within three years, with chemical names of
their contents; and disclose to the state department of
environmental protection basic information concerning the
storage, treatment, and emission into the environment of
hazardous substances, according to Hughey.
He noted that the act allows employers to protect legitimate proprietary information by permitting them to make a
trade secret claim regarding any information required to be
disclosed under the act, except for the identity of a special
health hazard substance or information· concerning emission~ Trade secret claims would be subject to review by the
state department of environmental protection and the department of health, and would be the subject of an adminis-
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trative hearing conducted by an administrative law judge,
Hughey stated. Information for which a trade secr:et claim is
pending would not be released to the public by the
department.
OSHA Rule 'Relatively Weak'

··· In comparison with the New Jersey law, the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration has adopted "a relatively
weak and limited Hazard Communication standard,"
Hughey charged. OSHA's standard "places crucial .regulatory decisions in the hands of the regulated parties and
restricts ci>verage to manufacturing businesses," he said.
Further, the OSHA regulation proposes to pre-empt more
stringent state law on hazardous substances in the workplace, Hughey warned.
He cautioned that, while the OSHA regulation does not
appear to directly pre-empt the state law concerning ~e
emission of hazardous substances to the environment, 1ts
effect on the overall state program could be severe and farreaching. "Most significantly the New Jersey act gives the
state itself, rather than regulated employers, primary re. sponsibility for deciding that a chemical substance is hazardous, for evaluating the nature of those hazards! ~or
communicating the hazards to workers and for detenmmng
whether chemical identity information is a trade secret
whose confidentiality should be preserved," Hughey said
By placing the hazard evaluation process in the bands of
the chemical manufacturers and importers themselves, the
federal rule "implicitly assumes" that all manufacturers
and importers possess the resources, motivation, and professional capability to perform this task, Hughey maintained.
Similarly, the provisions of the state act representing trade
secrets are substantially more protective of employee
health and safety than those of the federal regulation,
according to Hughey.
In addition, be stated that the state act contains more
comprehensive provisions concerning labeling of containers
and much broader enforcement provisions than the federal
standard.
"There is a tremendous need for the adoption of federal
standards which can serve as models for states, and as
targets for those who want to accomplish the best possible in
environmental protection," Hughey stressed. "Federal standards and regulations which fall short of this goal are a
distinct disservice in several ways," be said, as they provide
a direct disincentive for tougher state standards.
"U states have the will and the talent to establish appropriate standards, then those in federal offices with much
greater resources and presumably broader, less parocbi~l
concerns, should be aiming for the highest common denomtnator, and not for an acceptable average," be concluded.
Appropriations
SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVES ADDED FUNDS
FOR OSHA; HOUSE PANEL MEETS IN MARK-UP

A fiscal 1985 appropriations measure that would provide
funding for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration at a level above the Reagan Administration's request
was passed June 26 by the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
The panel approved a recommendation by its Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education
that another $2.4 million be added to the $217.7 million
sought by the Administration for OSHA (Current Report,
7-5-84

June- 28, p;- -62). The additional money would be used to
support New._York's state plan for public employees, and to
fluid. a.qiiality assUI'ance program to check the accuracy of
___.- occupational injury and illness data reported by employers.
Also approved by the committee was an appropriation of
$66.7 million for the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health, which would restore $8.7 million in
training funds that bad been included in the institute's fiscal
1984 appropriation but deleted from the Administration's
1985 request.
For the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission the committee approved $6.1 million, the same amount
sought by the Administration.
The House Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor,
Health and Human Services, and Education approved its
own fiscal 1985 appropriations measure the same day. Details of the House measure are under embargo pending
markup by the full House committee. Committee action on
the House bill and floor action on the Senate bill have not
been scheduled yet, BNA was told June 28.
Research
FUNDS TO BUILD STATE, LOCAL SKILLS
IN SAFETY AND HEALTH OFFERED BY NIOSH

Applications were solicited June 27 by the National Institute for Occupational Saf~ty and Health for cooperative
agreement funds intended to increase the occupational safety and health capabilities of state, territorial, and local
health departments. 1
According to the institute's announcement (49 FR 26306),
the funds are aimed at increasing state skills in three areas:
state-initiated occupational health activities, occupational
injury and fatality surveillance, and occupational/environmental capacity-building activities.
· The cooperative agreements will be awarded and administered jointly by NIOSH and the Center for Environmental
Health, another agency of the Centers for Disease Control.
To be eligible for the cooperative agreement program,
state-initiated activities should address one or more of the
10 leading work-related injuries and illnesses: occupational
lung disease; musculoskeletal injuries; occupational cancel'!';
amputations, fractures, eye loss, lacerations, and traumatic
deaths; cardiovascular diseases; reproductive disorders;
neurotoxic disorders; noise-induced bearing loss; dermatologic conditions; and psychologic disorders.
Areas of state-initiated activity which NIOSH is interested
in funding include occupational disease surveillance and
occupational epidemiology, the notice indicated. NIOSH
funds could help defray the costs of merging existing state
occupational health data bases with related data bases, and
could help states apply epidemiological methods to occupational health problems defined through the surveillance
system, the institute suggested.
Additionally, it said, money could be provided to enable
states to undertake special projects targeted to specific
industries or occupational hazards within their jurisdictions.
Regarding injury and fatality surveillance, the notice said
that the NIOSH Division of Safety Research is interested in
expanding data bases from which estimates of traumatic
injury fatalities are made. Types of studies which would be
useful to the division include standard mortality ratio and
proportionate mortality ratio analyses which assess injury
risk in specific states; death rates by industry, occupation,
age, and sex; linkage of death certificates and related
documents with state or federal accident investigation re-
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-N.J. Fights Federal Effort to Weaken Right-to-Know
by Yhomas Kean
Governor of N.J.

·mental problems.
I'm proud that New Jersey is
During the past two and a the established leader in the
half years New Jersey has field of hazardous and toxic
emerged as aieader among the waste clean-up: Our work with
states in a variety of fields. Per- the critical dioxin situation in
haps our strongest leadership Newark has broken new ground
role-~ i~ t!!e ~_of en~iro_n_:_ in !h!~qi!!_~)JlEa-

Among our outstanding
environmental achievements is
the New Jersey Worker and
Community Right to Know Act
which I signed last August 29,
and w..hich is now in the process
of being implemented. This
landmark law, probably the
best among the 14 states which
have taken such action, ensures
that those who work with hazardous substances, and those
who live in communities where
~se substances are/used in
·industrial and manufacturing

~ications,willhaveaccessto
~formation which will allow

~hem to de~ine that their
t;-health and safety are protected.
'' The Worker and Comm11nity
Right to Know Att fequires
employers to provide the exact
chemic! identity of the hazard~us substances ·used in the
workplace to those who work
there, and to those who live in
the community. This informa. tion is particularly important"to
pOlice and firemen, who are
often unknowlingly exposed to
. toxic fumes when fighting
chemical fires.
Additionally, the law also
requires that employers provide their workers with information concerning the short
and long term effects of exposure to these hazardous sub-stances.
A strong Right-to-Know law
. is particularly important in
New Jersey, which leads the
nation in the percentage of
workers employed in chemical
manufacturing. ~ut 17 per-

cent of our manufacturing them plan klr emergencies e~ployer. 1DIS lS disturbing.
workers are employid in the involving hazardous sub- since it is clearly in the selfchemical industry, and· this sJances.
interest of a m.anufacturer now
intensive chemical manufacOur Right-t~w ,law is to classify a chemical as hazardturing activity takes place in the ·being jointly administered and ous, for by doing so it subjects
most densely populated state in enforced by the Deparunents of .itself to resuations and enforcethe nation,
Health, Environmental Protec- ment procedures.
In New Jersey
Right-to- lion and Labor. Aiding the state
This fear is clearly illustrated
Know law affects an estimated will-be a Right To Know ~vi by lhe fact that our Department
1,300,000 work~rs. and mil~ sory Council, which is com- of Health has listed more than
lions more who Jive in the com- posed of U citizens who 2,000 substances as poren~l
munities which host these represent a ·brOad.· tanae of workplace hazards. but chemikinds of activities.
· groups interested in workplace cal industry representatives say
J:he law sets· several sirict and enY:ironmental afety. The -they «Ktld only agree with
· requirements on employers.
·- Advisory Council will bclp about.600 of those.
-They must :report 10 the :""'State agencies ensure that this
We intend to continue our
Department of f{ealth those important law is administered efforts to keep New Jersey's
hazardous substances present Pl. a manner tbat protects work- strong Right-to-Know in place.
at their place ofbusiness. They ers and community members We have joined with the
must also maintain a file of and at the same time ensures United Steel Workers and for
basic safety information, about that employers will not .be other states (New York, Conthose -substances. That infor- unnecessarily hampered in necticut, Massachusetts and
· marion will c-ome from our conducting their businesses.
yYisconsin) in seeking a review
Department ofHeahh.
Unfortunately, while New of the OSHA regulation. Our
·Employers are also required Jersey was crafting bigh stan- C'ommissiorn;rs of Health and
to provide education and train- dards of safety for our resi- Environmental
Protection
ing for their employees on how dents. 1he United ·States llave testified betore Congress
to handle those substances.
Occupational
Safety
and on the importance of allowing
Further, the bill requires that ·1fealth Administration in the states to maintain their
containers holding hazardous Washington -adopted a law own. strict environmental
substances must be labeled which is not only weaker than workplace standards. and we
within 18 months; all contain- aurs, but threatens to under- will continue this effort.
ers must be labeled within three mine our efforts.
As DEP .Commissioner
years. Importantly, the labels
We are now lobbying hard in Roben E. Hughey told the
must display the exact chemical Washington for the elimination House
Subcommittee
on
names of the substances con- of provisions which would Health and Safety last month:
tained.
have the weak Federal sta_ndard ·All we ask for is the best possiAll the information disclosed override our own. tougher ble standards. We are not trying
by the employer must be avail- ones. While New Jersey's to create a hardship. Rather we
able to employees at the work- Right-to-Know law makes the are trying to prevent one. If
place, and to members of the state responsible for deciding states have the will and the talcommunity at the county which substances are hazard- ent to establish appropriate
health department. Local police ous and which are not. the Fed- standards, then those in Fedand fire departments will also eral law would leave that eral office with much greater
receive t~is in~ormation to help decision in the hands of the
Please see page 7
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Workplace Law
Facing Challenge
of the plaintiffs in the case. They have
asked the court to declare the regula.
tion void, and have asserted that it
does not afford adequate protection to·
N~TIONAL trade associa.states that do not have their own
tion of 400 chemical compaworker-protection laws.
nies is planning a suit to
Mr. Bokar and others expect the
block the implementation
appellate court to clarify whether
later this summer of New Jersey's
state statutes that go further in prostrict new law designed to protect
tecting workers and community resiworkers and community residents
dents take precedence over the lessfrom exposure to hazardous chemielaborate Federal regulation.
cals and other dangerous substances.
Essentially, the Community and
Elaine Hirsch, a spokesman for the
Worker Right to Know Law requires
Washington-based Chemical SpecialNew Jersey's Departments of Health
ties Manufacturers Association said
Environmental Protection and Labo;
in a telephone interview last 'week
to cooperate in its implementation
that "the litigation is planned."
and enforcement. This includes ex"It hasn't ~ set up yet," she
tensive hazardous-waste surveys of
said, "but our legal counsel is work· some 40,000 businesses, including.
ing ~ it and it will take place."
those as small as local dry.cleaning .
Mrs. Hirsch declined to answer any
establishments and furniture-refinfurther questions about the suit, and a
ishing shops.
request to speak to the association's
The Federal regulation applies only
.
attorneys was denied.
to
manufacturers.
However, it is believed that the suit
,Also, the New Jersey law mandates
- together with a separate case that
· different plaintiffs filed last year with the labeling of numerous hazardous
substances. A list published by the
the United States Co~ of Appeals for
Department of Health in The New
the Third Circuit in Philadelphia Jersey Register last week named
seeks to determine whether New Jer2,®3_ such substances, including 700
sey's Community and Worker Right
carcmogens or others deemed so
to Know Law can be pre-empted by a
health threatening that businesses
similar workplace-protection regulacould not withhold their identification
tion issued by the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administra- even though they might be "trade setion (OSHA), an arm of the Depart- crets."
As the state law is phased in bement of Labor.
tw.~
this summer and August 1986, .
The appeal was filed in Philadelchermcal drums, paint vats, internal
phia by the United Steelworkers
Union and othet plaintiffs last an~ e?rtemal pipelines and factory
ermsston stacks would have to be laNovember. As of last week, however,
beled by the employers.
the court was still awaiting a final
Meanwhile, Hal Bozarth, a lobbyist
brief from Raymond J. Donovan, the
Secretary of Labor, in behalf of for the Trenton-based Chemical Industry Council of New Jersey, said
OSHA.
The state Attorney· General, Irwin that the group's· 81 members - inI. Kimmelman, said .that he had cluding the Exxon Corporation and.
the Allied Chemical Corporation - ·
heard it rumored that the association's suit had been planned, but that were still "adamantly opposed" to
he had received no official notifica- the new law.
Mr. Bozarth said that the Health
tion.
"When we have taken official steps Department's list of 2,053 hazardous
to put the law in effect on Aug. 29," and dangerous substances had gone
Mr. Kimmelman said in an interview, beyond what the original law had ,
I
"we expect some litigation against delineated.
In
an
interview,
Mr.
Bozarth
said
it
those steps."
He added that it would be "highly had been the council's understanding
· unusual" for a Federal court to issue that the total list would number bean injunction against the state law tween 700 and 900, reflecting the substances contained on two specific lists
while the case was being heard.
maintained by the environmental deMichael Bokar, the Deputy Attor- partment and OSHA.
·
ney General assigned to defend the
Richard Willinger, a spokesman for
state law, said that briefs filed by the Department of Health's occupaNew Jersey in the Philadelphia case tional health program, said last week
contended, among other things, that that surveys from the Departments of
"the Federal rule is invalid because it Health and Environmental Protecis too weak and doesn't carry out the
tion would be mailed to the 40 000
mandate of Federal employee-pro- businesses by Aug. 29 and would ~ve
tection laws!'
to be completed and returned within
That has been the basic contention 90,days.
•
By LEO H. CARNEY
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Union official
want~

Stricter
chem1cal law

1

By 'lbe Associated Press
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Health Department lilt ·of 2,05t

JUbltances thought to pose a threat to

tbe health or aalety ol workers.
TRENTON - A portion of tbe
UDder the law, companies can,.
state's new right-to-know law that QUell tbat tome l1lbstanees be kept
allows companies to keep "trade from the pubUe by ela!mlng that
secrets" by refusing to Ust the names revelation would live away trade
of some hazardous materials used in leC!'8tl to their eompetttcn. Oomi' tbe workplace could weaken the law,
pmles could ask state bea1th and ena Wlion representative says.
Ylronmental officials to keep· the
James Gelsinger, I member of the DIUD8S and otber detaDI of materlala
' workers' health and safety committee confidential.
,.
· at MobUab, a division of the t.Jobil
Richard WlJllnger, Who beads theCorp., aaid !'bursday workers could Department of Health'• Occupational
be exposed to bazardous substances Bea1tb Program. sald afticlala would
wblle ltate aftlcials review eom- carefully review claims by bullneues
panles' e1alms that tbey abould be ex- tbat they lbou1d DOl have to lilt
empt from tbe law.
materials aaed In tbelr fadlltiea.
- . ..
UOZ'bls portion of the 1n ... DOt JD.
'1Ve tblnk tbe state has been too teDded to permit eompaoies to aet
Uberal with lnliustry on this lssue," around the requlrements,., be said.
Gelsinger aaid at 1 public bearing on ••Qaims will be evaluated to deterthe law that goes Into effect Aug. 29. .mille if &bey are valid. It will be a
''We want to be sure that the review tou8b evaluation."
process Is QUiet and that 1t Is strict:"
t'be Health Department wlil be ...,
The Worker and Cclmmunlty Right quired to announce a decision em a
to Know Act, considered the toughest daim within J2) days, WllliDger aa1d.
: Jawofltst:lndlntheeountry,requlres
A eoalition •f ebemical and
27,000 New Jersey industries to list
ebemlc:al aames and Qtber detailed
Information on hazardous aubstances
used in the~ " · Tbe legislation a1IO kludes a

business groups claims New Jersey's

ngulations are 11DNC.WSarJ becaue
federalltatutes govern the Jeeling of

taaaardous ebemleals In tbe
wortq,lace .

1
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Union: Keep
disclosure
,law strong
By Elissa McCr..ry
AuoeloUd l'reu

•

•

TREJ'ffON - AlloWing companies
to keep "trade secrets" and to refuse
to furnish the names or hazardous
materials used in the work .place
could undermine New Jersey'l new
right-to-know law, a union represent·
ative said during a hearing yester·
·day.
James Gelsinger, a member or the
workers' health and safety commit·
tee at Mobilab, a division of Mobil
Corp., said workers alto could be
exposed to hazardOus substances
while state officials review companies' contentions that they should be
exempt from the law.
"We think the state has been too
liberal with the industry on this issue." Gelsinger said. "We want to be
sure that the review process is quick
and that it is strict."
The Worker and Community Right
to Know Act, considered the toughest law of its kind in the country,
requires 27,000 New Jersey industries to list chemical namas and oth·
er detailed information on hazardous substances used in the work
place. It takes effect Aug. 29.
The law allows industries to con·
tend that publication of a name of a
substance would give away trade se- crets to their ~Jllpetitor.s. Com.panies could ask state health and ~vi·
1 l"onmental officials to keep the
names and other details of materials
. confidential.

The law also includes a Health Department list of 2,059 substances
thought to pose a threat to the health
or safety of workers.
Richard Willinger, who beads the
· Department of Health's Occupational
Health Program, said officials would
carefully review assertions by busi·
nesses that they should not have to
list materials used in their facilities.
"This portion of the law was not
intended to permit companies to get
around the requirements," be said.
"Claims will be evaluated to determine if they are valid. It will be a
tough evaluation."
The Health Department will be required to announce a decision on a
claim within 120 days, he said.
A coalition of chemical and busi·
ness associations contends that New.
Jersey's regulations are unnecessary
because federal statutes govern the
labeling of hazardous chemicals in
the work place. The group bas said it
w11l file a suit seeking to block implementation of the state law.
Chemical industry officials h've
said the measure could cost the in· ·
dustry between S40 million and S60 :
million in 1986, the year the Jaw Will ;
be fully implemented.
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Industry coalition sues to block Jersey's chemical right-to-know law ·
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By TOM JOHJ\SON

labor and health officials said the law
was essential in a state with a heavy
A coalition of manufacturers and manufacturing base, dense population .
trade associations yesterday filed suit and widespread hazardous waste prob- _.., ~-,
in federal district court in Newark lems.
_.:,;:. ..
• .
1
seeking to block implementation of
Even though the law has yet to
New Jersey's tough new right-to-know take effect, the debate over preemption
law.
·
is already before another federal court ing Corp: and Ingersoll-Rand Co.
.
..: • The suit argues that the state law, in Philadelphia. In that case, New'Jer- . · In the20-page suit, they argue that
·due to become effective Aug. 29, al- sey is joining with labor uni!lns in seek- .a standard adopted by OSHA last-No·ready has· been preempted by regula- ing to overturn the federal OSHA stand- · vembei: governing the disclosure of,
·tions adopted by the federal Occupa- ard as beinfinade'l!uate to protect hazardous silbstances·in the workplace
·, tiona! Safety and Health Administra- workers and communities.
precludes a state from regulating in
l tion (OSHA). .
Now industry is seeking to block that same area without first obtaining
~
The New Jersey law, passed last the New Jersey law before it is imple- approval froq1 the federal agency. '
year after one of the most bitter legis- mented. · .
..: · · ·. ·.
· "New Jersey has no such pla~"
!' Jative fights in memory, requires some
. The plantiffs in th~ suit i~clude the said Don Prial, a spokesman for the col 27,000 industries to furnish to employes State Chamber of Commerce,•-tlie New alition of manufacturers and tra.de
~and" communities detailed information Jersey Business and Industry Assoeia- 'groups. II • . • • . • ; ·; . :
: about the·hazards of materials used in tion, t~e Chemi~al .~dustry Council, the · .In the~r. suit,__the plantiffs arg1e
the workplace.
. .
~
Chem~c~l ·Spec!alltte~ Manufacture_
rs .that compliance w~t~ .both_the fed~IAI
· Industry ·1obby1sts hatf':waged a ··Association, CP Chem1cals Inc., Chern- ·and state regulations .would ·subJe t
long campaign against the law,·saying mark"lnc., Exxon Chemical-Americas, "'firms to a "morass of cilnfusing and PI
it would drive business and·jobs'Out of _· Essex 'CheraieallCorj!Ji Magnesium part!dupli~a\ive,"'lil -part..:confli~ting
1be. state. ·However, environmentalists, ~Elektron· Inc ~Merck,& Co...-lnc,,'Scher- -evaluation,
and
ie..,. .
. disclosure
.
..... labeling
...

Plaintiffs say federal standards
preempt the new state stat~te

1

I.

!

•

'

such as the Toxic Substance Control
Act, that require labeling of products
containing hazardous substances.
Although the suit had been expect·
ed, environmental groups and other of·
ficials rebuked industry for challenging
the state standard.
quirements" and "unnecessarily burden
' "The chemical industry has demiudustry."
·
·
onstrated once again its lack of concern
. . The coalition is also seeking to for worker and community safety,"
overturn the community aspect of the said James Lanard, an attorney for the
state law, which requires firms to sup- New Jersey Environmental Lobby, one
ply tb local fire and police officials in- of the groups that had worked hard for
formation about the hazardous materi- passage of the right-to-know act.
als used in the workplace.
.
"In light of the to"ics crisis that
· In their suit, the plantiffs contend we have in New Jersey, this action is a
the community right-to-know provision .disgrace," Lanard said.
· .
.is unconstitutional "in that it constiJames Butler, a representative of
tutes an excessive and Undue burden on the Fireman's Mutual Benevolent Asso·interstate commerce.''
· .ciation, said the group was "greatly~In addition, the suit argues that ·censed by industry filing the suit." Butthe state la~·s labeling provisions, , ler called the New Jersey. law a ".fair
which require industry.to label·all con· and just" one and Vowed to join with
tainers ·within the workplace, are _ other groups in contesting the indusw
preempted by othe~ federal..statutes, suit.
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Michael Bokar, a deputy state attorney general who has been working
on the state's challenge to the OSHA
standard, called th~ filing of the suit
premature since the federal regulations
are not due to go into effect until next
year at the earliest.
Bokar expressed skepticism at
how a "a federal regulation which ic:
not in effect could preempt a state
law that is in effect." He also said it is
still uncertain whether the federal
standard will ever take effect since it is
being challenged in the case before the
U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals in
Philadelphia.
In the suit filed yesterday, the·
commissioners of the state Department
of Environmental Protection, Department of Health and acting commissioner of the Department of Labor were
named as defendants. The three com"
·missioners are responsible for imp!~
menting various aspects of the right·
to-know law: ·
·

.
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• Workers have the right to know tbe
· actual chemieal identity of the substances
which they work with.
• The public has the right to know what
hazardous substances they may be exposed
to in their communitieS.
• State government has the rigl:lt to coilect data from industry on hazardous substances which are stored, used ana
manufactured'.
• Firefighters and policemen have the
right to know the identity of the hazardous
substances they are called upon to
confronl

Department Ust of 1,.079 sublbmces
believed to pose a threat to the
health or safety of workers. The law
requires about 45,000 New ~ersey employers to furnish, to employees and
to the public, d~taUed information
about the hazards of mater14ls used
in the workplace, Collings said.
-sbe said her departmen .would
sead survey forms to the employers,
requiring that they inventory the
uao"""'"J, not that much wUl chemicals in their workplaces. The
~~ij[i~~;s,on Wednesday," said Amy surveys wUl bave to be compl_,ed
~
a state Department of and returned to the Health Depart·
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Sierra Club supports Minish
and hails environmental record

.

r

Photo by Ronald F. Moffat

Rep. Joseph G. Minish (D·llth Dist.), center, responds to the endorsement of his re-election effort by executives of the Sierra Club, Michele Perrault, national president, and Allan Willinger, chairman of the Loantaka
group
'

By ANGELA JONES
The president of the n<ll>n flit/t
ra Club announced yester
her organization's endorsement o
. Joseph G. Minish (D-llth Dist.),
g the
veteran lawmaker has "sen·
'' and
"a proven record on environmeotal
issues."
"You just don't change a perso in
the middle of the stream \Yften their
doing .a good job," declared ~ president Michele Perrault duri
news
conference at the Town and Ca p~ in
West Orange. "The congressman has
been a leader to the state and the country with his 100 percent votin cord
on toxic waste legislation."
She said Minish co-sponsored
reauthorization of the Clean Water Act
and superfund bill, a measure designed
to clean up the ntost serious waste sites
in the country, inelndit)g 95 in New Jersey. The superfund bill passed the
HouSI) but was killed in the Senate.
"He (Minish) has been a leader to
New Jersey and the rest of the counlry," said Perrault, who has headed the

environmental group since May.
Asked why her group did not endorse the congressman's opponent, Assemblyman Dean A. Gallo (R-Morris),
she said he has "no seniority" and has
proven he is not a friend of environmentalists.
"We need to support people who
have supported our efforts," said Perrault, whose non-partisan organization
has also endorsed the Democratic national ticket of Walter F. Mondale and
Geraldine A. Ferraro. "We do weigh the
record, and Dean Gallo's record is not
good."
Allan Willinger, president of the
New Jersey Sierra Club, said Gallo
voted against New Jersey's Oil Spill
Compensation Act, designed to help
clean up 95 of the state's toxic waste
sites, and was a leading opponent of
New Jersey's Worker-Community
Right-To-Know Law, aimed at protecting industrial workers and the surrounding community from hazardous
chemicals in the workplace.
"If Assemblyman Gallo was genuinely concerned about cleaning up toxic

wastes in New Jersey, he would have
voted for the Spill Fund," said Willinger. "This smacks of hypocrisy."
Minish, who· is seeking his 12th
term in Congress, called his opponent's
record on environmental issues "totally
devastating anyway you look at it."
"Gallo was willirig to send builders
into the Pinelands and destroy the number one jewel in the entire country," he
aid. "I was looking to preserve it."
He also charged Gallo with "endangering the health, safety and welfare of his constituents by leading the
fight against the Right-To-Know Act.
"The disaster in the suburban
commonties of West Orange, Glen
Ridge and Montclair with radium-contaminated soil co d have been averted
with ~ implemetltaiii!l of this act,"
the congressman mailffiim.i. "By failing to vote for legislatioB ·t& ~rotect
people from poisoned work and living
environments, Dean Gallo llas abandoned the interests of the people he
promised to support as a public official."

Furor over a right-to-know law
New Jersey is the latest front in the
fight over workplace right-to-know regulations. The state is just starting to
implement a right-to-know statute
passed in August 1983. But two coalitions of private firms and business organizations are challenging New Jersey's right to enforce its law.
A labor official describes New Jersey's statute-which combines worker
and community right-to-know provisions-as "one of the strongest, if not
the strongest" of its kind. It requires
employers in the state to label pipes and
containers with the chemical name of
the substance within and provide the
Chemical Abstracts Service Registry
number. Employers must also submit
the identity of any of 2,051 designated
substances-including those claimed as
trade secrets-to the ; tate's Health
Dept.
This contrasts markedly with a standard issued late last year by the U.S.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). While OSHA's standard is anathema to labor, it is pre-

'Undue burden.' The New Jersey
Chamber of Commerce coalition is also
c~allenging the state law's community
right-to-know provisions, which require
employers to furnish lists of hazardous
substances to local police and fire departments and to county or regional
health departments. Even if the localities' right to this information is
"deemed not to be preempted by the
[OSHA] standard," the coalition charges
the requirement poses an "undue bur~
den on interstate commerce." This burden could be avoided, says the coalition
by filing with local officials the sam~
data disclosed under OSHA's standard.
While the Chamber of Commerce coalition is emphasizing preemption a
group of plaintiffs from the flavor ~nd
fragrance industry is stressing both
preemption and protection of trade secrets in its complaint. Trade secrets
says a spokesman for International Fla~
vors and Fragrances, are "th lifeb.lood" of this industry, since formulations cannot be patented. Flavor and
fragrance makers are also particularly
troubled by a portion of the New Jersey
law that requires disclosure of the five
main ingredients in a mixture.
But the court challenge in New J ersey is just part of the national conflict.
Delaware, Florida, Iowa, Illinois, Mary-

ferred by most business groups over
state statutes (CW, Apr.18, p. 38).
OSHA's standard covers only workers
in manufacturing industries. It requires
employers in those industries to obtain
hazard information from their suppliers.
The supplier is to explain the nature of
the hazards involved, but exact chemical names are not required. Data sheets
and container labels-pipes aren't covered-must apprise workers of both immediate and long-term hazards, but the
labels needn't reveal the chemical identity of the substances within.
Preemption. Because they would prefer to comply only with the OSHA standard, two business coalitions in New
Jersey are suing the three state departments charged with implementing the
law (table). In the U.S. District Court
in Newark, these plaintiffs charge that
the state's right to regulate in this area
is preempted by OSHA's standard.
While the case is pending, business
groups are pressing for a preliminary
injunction barring the state from enforcing its right-to-know measure until

,,;,~

further order from the court. A hearing
on th' reques: is. set for Nov . .)8:"" 15
Ne-vV Jerseys right-to-know law is not
the t.rst ~ face this kind of challenge
~rom bus mess. In 1982, a West Virginia
Judge turned back a business group
that had tried to stop that state's rightto-know law from taking effect. But
that was before OSHA issued its stand:=trd! and therein lies the current case's
SI¥"m~cance, according to Margaret Se~ma:r:w, associate director of occupat~onal safety and health and social secunty for AFL-CIO. "I don't think [the
ch.alle~ge] is going to work," says Semmarw, who notes that OSHA's standard does not go into effect until November 1985.
OSHA maintains that its national standard preempts state regulation of hazardous .labeling in the workplace. In its
complamt, the state Chamber of Commere~ coalition notes that under the OccupatiOnal Safety and Health Act, a
state may regulate in worker health
and safety matters only where no federal stapdard exists, unless the state has
submit~d .a plan that OSHA approves.
:'he plamtiffs charge that New Jersey
IS precluded from regulating workplace
hazll:rd labels because, although OSHA
has !~sued a standard, the state has not
submitted a plan for OSHA approval.

land and. Pennsylvania have passed
worker right-to-know provisions since
OSHA issued its standard.
Multiple suits. And while business is
~uing New Jersey, OSHA is being sued
m the :r'hird !-J· S. District Court of Appeals m Philadelphia by the United
Steelworkers of America, and by three
states-New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut. Illinois, Massachusetts and
New York are also suing OSHA in their
own districts, but these cases have been
consolidated with the Third District
suit. ~hile the steelworkers hope the
case will result in modification of the
~tandard, :he states involved are disputmg OSHA s authority to prevent them
from enacting regulations that are more
string~nt than the federal agency's.
Amid all the litigation, New Jersey's

health and labor departments have begun to mail out hazardous substance
surveys to 43,000 employers in the
state. ~ithin 90 days, these employers
must hst on the forms provided any of
2,051 substances the state deems hazardous, and then send copies of the
forms to the state health department
and to the various local agencies.
The Chemical Specialties Manufacture:s Assn. (CSMA) is apparently optimistic that an injunction will be granted.
CSMA, a plaintiff in the Chamber of
Commerce coalition, has recommended
to its membe:s in New Jersey that they
delay returmng the questionnaires as
long as possible. Because members of
~hi~ ~oalition have agreed not to speak
md!Vldually to the press CSMA declines
to discuss its recommen'dation.
D

Workplace
disclosure
challenged ·
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By FREDERICK W.ISYRD-•"•·
An attorney for the state Chamber
of Commerce clashed with a deRuts-at·
torney general yesterday over the validity of the state's new right-to:know
law which allows citizens and wqrl.(ers
to know what hazardous materials are
being used in the state's workplaces.
During a hearing before Fef!~ral
District Judge Dickinson DebevQjse in
Newark, attorney John J. Carlin Jr.,
representing the ch~mber, ~sked for a
preliminary injunction agamst emerc·
ing provisions of the law.
"We are saying New Jersey must
submit its law to the (federal) O®U,pa·
tiona! Safety and Health Admini$-tra·
tion (OSHA) for approval. Federal
standards pre-empt any attempt by Jhe
state to oversee communication 1n the
workplace," Carlin said.
He further charged the law wj)uld
force companies to reveal trade secrets.
· ·
Deputy Attorney General Mif!hael
S. Bokar contended nothing in Ne~ Jersey law violates federal law. Federal
rules about disclosing hazardo\lli ,ltla·
terials in the workplace are "arQitFary
and capricious and violate OSHA~. own
standards of worker safety," he,(S3.id,
and should not pre-empt the Ne't)I>Jer·
sey law, which provides stronger protection.

R1cnaro Go 015erg, represeg 1n
the state Public Advocate, said np in·
junction is necessary to protect trade
secrets. He maintained any cornpjmy
that felt it had to reveal a trade se£ret
could sue for damages; it wasn't necessary to enjoin the state beforeh~tniJ, he
said.
.
,
Later, Goldberg said: "K~ing
trade secrets is not that impwtant
when you balance it against the pqblic
health. Under this Jaw, the state wants
people to know what the chemica~ !they
handle are, what surrounds them.
"Also, our state Jaw is stronger
than federal Jaw," so Jerseyans \Y9Uld
Jose out if federal law superseded state
Jaw, he said.
.
· Debevoise set another heariqg on
the case for Dec. 10. Without action
by the court, New Jersey comRaQies
will ~e _required early next year to
submit lists of hazardous mater~li in
the workplace.
After the hearing, Eric Scherzer, a
spokesman for the state Right to Know
coalition, said: "The federal law· ·s full
of loopholes and that is why we ~bed
for this state Jaw. And we have already
made compromises with the chemical
companies; now they want to completely ignore the public health."

tocal271 M~
As Blast Roc
SAYREVILLE, N.J.

An explosion Rt the Hercules nitrocellulose plant here on February 21
took the life of one member of ICWU
Local 1 Unlon 271 and seriously injured fo
other members of the
local.

Brother Nick DiGrigorio, 26, an
ICWU member since 1983, was
apparently killed instantly when he
was b
n completely out of the
build'
where the nitrocellulose
was being packed and prepared for
shipment when the explosion occurred at about 10 p.m.
In addition, the other four mem-

bers of the local were taken to an
area hospital where at least three of
them reportedly underwent
emergency surgery.
Immediately upon being informed of the explosion. President
Frank D. Martino ordered the
Health and Safety Department to
conduct an on-site investigation
into the cause of the tragedy.
ICWU Industrial Hygienist
Thurman Wenzl was assigned to
conduct the investigation at the
plant. but Hercules management refused to allow him to enter the plant
site where the explosion happened.

Calls For Federal
~~nn On Disease Bills
HOLLYWOOD, FLA.

" ' "'rlustrial Union Department of

"Though the National Labor
Relations Board in 1981 affirmed
the right of union safety experts to
investigate working conditions in
plants, Hercules is apparently one of
a growing number of companies
trying to turn this decision around,"
President Martino said.

Health and Safety Department has
prepared a repOrt based on Interviews with workers at the site at-the
time of the explosion. Ear!t.tn~ica
tions are that the blast was taused
by a malfunction of equipment
which adds alcohol to improve the
stability of the nitrocellulose.

"Nonetheless, the ICWU will continue to assert its right of access in
order to thoroughly understand
whether there are hazardous work.ing conditions in those plants
where our members work.

Nitrocellulose is a cottony substance used in the manufacture of
paints, lacquers. printing inks and
gunpowder.

'We will not stop in our efforts to
help protect the safety and lives of
our members," he concluded.
Martino said that even though
the company refused to allow the
ICWU's safety xpert to conduct an
investigatfolfl"\\itthin the plant. the

and a National Occupational Disease and Prevention Act.
-'~~...,., ··t.:n~nf ,.;tf'd continuing
.

~

l".-.t-

Members David Mikolai, Timothy
Samuel. Gene Marzcek and Johnny
Daniels are all reportedly recovering
at presstime.
President Martino. on behalf of
the Executive Board and all members of the union, exp~~J:
dolences to the familY
DiGirigorio.

Goethals crew felled
by noxious cloud
)

By LISA PETERSON and GUY STERLING
A huge cloud of fumes that escaped from a Linden chemical plant yesterday
morning swept across the Arthur Kill, overcoming more than 30 persons, many of
them workers refurbishing the Goethals Bridge.
One man was admitted to a Staten Island hospital and 11 others were released after treatment in several area medical facilities after complaining of
nausea, eye and lip irritation and breathing difficulties. The remainder were treated in a Port Authority medical facility and by medical personnel called to the·
bridge, which connects New Jersey and Staten Island.
t:nvironmental officials from New Jersey and New York and Port Authority air quality experts also were summoned to the area to pinpoint the source
of the fumes.
According to James Staples, a spokesman for the state Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), officials determined that the cloud resulted from
(Continued on Page 23

I

Edgar Brown, ~ member of a painting crew on the Goethals Bridge,
complains of re piratory problems after a chemical cloud p ssed over
the area
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Goethals crew, others elled ·by noxious cloud
(Continued from Page One)
a spill of the chemical oleum at the E.
I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. plant, the
second chemical spill at the plant this
month.
Yesterday's accident occurred, he
said, when a pump valve ruptu,~ed as
the chemical, commonly called sulfur
trioxide," was being transferred to a
tank. Sulfur trioxide contains sulfuric
acid.
Plant officials told DEP inspectors the leak was repaired in 15 minutes and that only two gallons of the
sub~tance, which vaporized when it hit
the air, escaped during the spill, Staples
added.
There were no reports of injuries
at the plant or complaints from New
Jersey residents in the vicinity. The
cloud was reported at 11:50 a.m. over
Gulf and Western avenues in the Richmond section of Staten Island, fire officials said.
Yesterday's humidity levels and
"lack of air movement" aided the
cloud's formation and kept it from dissipating as quickly as it might have on
a breezy day, Staples reported.
When inhaled, the vapor causes a
burning sensation, the symptom complained about by those felled by the
Photo by Ted Boswell
fumes in Staten Island, said New York
Emergency Medical Service spokes- Ivan Mrkovcic of Brooklyn stands on the Goethals Bridge, where he
woman Eileen Hertzberg.
was working when the cloud of fumes hit
Only one person taken to Staten Island medical facilities yesterday com- New Jersey side of the Arthur Kill.
stretched way above the bridge's superplaining of burning sensations was ad"It was coming right into us, like structure," he said. "We see smoke and
mitted for treatment, hospital fog," said Willis Pagan of Hoboken, a fumes all the time working here, but
personnel reported.
bridgeJ>ainter. "We paid .no mind to it we don't usually see clouds like this
James Terrence, 40, of Staten Is- until ofle of the iron workers pointed it one."
land was admitted to the Richmond out and told us he'd seen a cloud like
The fumes affected the workers
Hospital for cardiac irregularities, said this before. Then it hit us."
immediately, reported Alan Korzonhospital spokesman Stephen Imperato.
The fumes completely enveloped owski, a bridge painter from Jersey
According to workers at the the bridge, added James Hineson, a City.
bridge, the massive whitish-gray cloud bridge painter from South Amboy.
"As soon as we took a breath, our
moved quickly toward them from the
"It hung just over the water and nasal passages began burning clear

down to our chests," he said. "Then we
started feeling lightheaded."
When the symptoms increased in
severity, workers scurried off the
bridge on the advice of their foreman
and took refuge from the cloud in a
nearby Port Authority shop, washing up
and sitting down.
"Our stomachs felt so bad none of
us could eat," said Anthony Joe of
Avenel, another bridge painter.
All four men were transported to
Staten Island hospitals along with other
bridge workers.
"Our emergency room doctors instructed those affected by the fumes
they saw to seek immediate medical attention should they experience any·
problems over the next two days," said
Judith Okun, a spokeswoman at Bayley
Seton Hospital on Staten Island.
The men returned to work yesterday after their release from the hospitals but did not resume their bridge
duties. •
Some bridge employes, however,
continued working right through the
passing of the cloud, said John Hughes,
a spokesman for the Port Authority, the
bistate agency that oversees the operation of the Goethals Bridge.
Bridge refurbishing-began in September, he reported. The work has included painting and sandblasting, joint
work and the installation of handrails.
Much of the work has been contracted out to a New York firm, although some Port Authority employes
have joined in the project, Hughes said.
Four Port Authority workers were
overcome by the fumes, he added. All
were treated in the medical facility the
agency operates in Jersey City.
Las month, the J:<.;xxon Corp. also
was cited by environmental officials
for releasing unpleasant emissions into
the air from its oil refinery and chemical plant in Linden.

DEP,assails Li~J?Mgp~!2~1ant

on ilu e to report nox1ous cfoud
By LISA PETERSON
a GUY STERLING

inaction, saying plant officials considered the spill of two gallons of concentrated sulfuric acid "minor and not reEnvironmental authorities yester- portable."
criticized a Linden company for
Twelve people suffering from resfalling to report a chemical spill Tues- piratory problems, nausea and eye and
day that sent more than 30 persons to lip irritation caused by a giant cloud of
hospitals when noxious fumes from the sulfur trioxide vapors were treated at
leak escaped into the air and swept into Staten Island hospitals and released,
Staten Island.
while others were treated in a Port AuBut a spokesman for the E.I. du thority medical facility and by emerPont de Nemours & Co. defended the gency personnel responding to a call

for assistance.
James Staples, a spokesman for
the state Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP), said the spill of
oleum, which occurred durin~ its transfer from one pressurized tank to another, should have been reported to
state officials.
DEP inspectors did not discover
thP,...- o
the noxious cloud until
~()Ur- u s a er
m1 -morning inciuent and only after they had canvassed
~---'--~:===============:;;;:::::::;:=~~ustries in the area of the Arthur Kill
waterway, where the cloud was sighted

-·--

DEP assa•lts f•lrm fal•ture

to report Sp.lll, fumes
(Continued from Page One)
ries, demonstrates the confusion surrounding the appropriate response to
protect the health of nearby residents,"
he added.
"We reported it to them when they
asked and told them we did have a
release," said Robert Goughnour, Du
Pont's Linden plant manager. "In our
judgment, it was minor and unreport·
able."
He drew few parallels between the
incident and another chemical spill at
the plant earlier this month.
"The first one involved a mechanical failure, though we are very upset
something like this did occur," Goughnour declared.
Since the Nov. 9 spill at D11 Pont,
company officials have been reviewing
the plant policies with an eye toward
possible changes in operations procedures, he added.
The earlier spill occurred during
the cleaning of a line of sulfur trioxide
and produced a huge cloud over Linden.
The DEP is fining the company the
maximum per-day penalty of $2,500 for
the accident, Staples reported.
Staples described the company's
failure to report Tuesday's spill as "a
judgment call" but added that notification of authorities "would have saved a
Jot of trouble for everyone, and we
would have been able to notify Staten
Island the cloud was heading that way."
Oleum poses a danger to human
tissues when it vaporizes and then

mixes with moisture on the skin, Staples said.
Linden Emergency Management
Coordinator John Borden reported
knowing nothing of the spill until the
Linden Police Department began receiving complaints from Staten Island.
"We checked out some companies
near the Arthur Kill and they turned
out negative," he said. "We made some
calls and also went door-to-door at the
plants in the ar-ea.
Richard Hills, a spokes n for the
Middlesex County Air Pollution ontrol
office, which has air monitoring contracts with Linden and Rahway, said he
did not learn of the spill until after
noon when his office was called by Elizabeth air pollution officials.
John Surmay. Elizabeth's director
of health, welfare and housing, and
health coordinator of Union County's
office of emergency management, said
he did not become aware of the probiem until 12:30 p.m. when he was contacted by the media.
"Du Pont made a- classic ror; ·
Surmay declared. "Plant officials
should have notified the DEP or their
local emergency management office.
What they did was a kind of betrayal of
the public trust that government officials place in reputable national and in·
ternational companies."
Noxious emissions at chemical
plants should be handled on a regional
level with the cooperation of state,
county and local municipalities, he
said.

by workers on the Goethals Bridge.
'·Any company with an occurrence
such as this should notify us." said DEP
Commissioner Robert Hughey. "This is
theJaws
sort 95of percent
thing that
leads
to passage
of
of the
companies
do
not deserve."
Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.)
said he wants Congress to study the
question of whether towns are prepared
to cope with accidents such as Tuesday's spill, an incident he termed a ''potential environmental disaster."
Lautenberg, a member of the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee. maintained it took too long
for authorities to be informed and to
warn the public about the spill.
"This incident, the latest .in a se(Continued on Page 11)
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: :Two years ago, Pennsauken's Office of Emergency Management
bad a hard time finding residents to participate in an evacuation
drill. Girl and Boy Scouts were enlisted to play residents fleeing a
s~mulated chemical spill. The exercise was prompted by a real ·
flre at the Alli~ Chemical ColllPany in Philadelphia, which for a
time bad~~ to Ioree ll real evacuation in Pennsauken. ·
:Just la$t ~onth~ ~ficials. at Uae DuPont plant in Lind~
peglected tQ report a cbenJicalapiU to the state Department of
Environmental Protec:tioft.l'be spill caused a noxious cloud U..t
lent more thaD 30 people to hospitals in nearby staten Island.
Company offidalS &aid the spill of two gallons of sulfuric acid was
~minor and not reportable,"
·
·
· : Of such smugness are catastrophes made. Some of the survivors
Df the tragedy in Bhopal,lndi' who bad liv~d In the Union Carbide
·
jnsecticide factory's shadow for years said they thought it
produced medicines. "Medicine" equals benign, useful, humane in .
any language.· When they heard the factory alarm in the dead of
that deadly night, many of them assumed it was a fire and ran
toward the factory to help put it out. Of such naive faith in the
~nevolence of modem technology are great tragedies made.
Society bas found a use for chemicals as it bas .for nuclear
power. Until it finds safer substitutes, society must accommodate
the risks attendant in maintaining industries wbose hazards are
not always as plain to see as in Bhopal. If all the cancer deaths
attributed over tbe years to New Jersey's huge chemical industry
were added up, tbe number surely would be more sobering than
tlle toll in the Union Carbide accident.
But if there's a fine line between abundant caution and
alarmism, there's a ch~m between caution and smugness.
Long experience suggests it is not alarmism to keep chemical
factories away from heavily populated areas, or to keep people in
the vicinity of hazardous substances well informed of the risks.
After Bhopal there's no rational argument for circumscribing the
public's "rigbt to know" what dangers lurk in its midst. The aim is
not to insulate the public from risk, a quixotic task, but to
minimize the risk or at least to enable an infonned public to
decide for itself how much riSk to tolerate.
. It is not in making distinctions betw.een "developed" and "Third
World" countries that the two articles on the previous page are
remarkable, but in revealing similarities: In both societies,
industries wish to keep public interest in their work at a minimum;
in both, politicians are willing to oblige; in both, the public is
compelled t.o choose between lives and livelihoods.

•
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compromise bill, though, passed easily.)

A battle that was to have been joined tomorrow
has been put off to February. Then, 10 states, the
federal government, the AFL-CIO and Ralph
Nader's Public Citizen will be in the third circuit
court of appeals in Philadelphia in a constitutional
fightoverscoresof local laws guaranteeing the right
of workers and communities to know the names of
the toxic chemicals to which they will be exposed.
Twenty states and dozens of municipalities have
passed "right-to-know" laws, often over stiff opposition from local industry and the chamber of commerce, yet no one admits to being against the right to
know.lt's like being against mother's milk.
The National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) estimates that one out of four workers is exposed to hazardous chemicals causing, in
1978 alone, 174,000 occupational illnesses. Cancer
rates in the communities surrounding industrial
strongholds are literally breathtaking.

THORNBURGH WOULD have preferred a version passed by his neighbor to the south, Delaware,
and signed by Gov. Pierre DuPont. Delaware's law,
enned by a committee headed by a DuPont corration lawyer, is, not surprisingly, being used as a
ode! by industry throughout the country.
These local initiatives were a response to the sluggi~hness of the federal government in enacting compr hensive right-to-know rules.
bor has been lobbying since 197 4 for the Occupat nal Safety and Health Administration to pass a
reg ation for workers. OSHA finally issued a compreh nsivestandardonJan.16, 1981, in the last days
of the Carter administration. One of Reagan's first
acts u on taking office was to withdraw the standard
and dr w up a weaker one which was finally issued
on NQv 25, 1983, to go into effect two years later.
Thee press purpose of the standard was to preemptst telaw,andithassetofflegalfireworks. It is
the 0
standard that is being challenged in
federa d trict court.
Thes a ardisweak.Becauseitwaspromulgated
by the
partment of Labor, it automatically
exclude c mmunities and public employees, both
outside
A'ssphere. Also, the standard is limited
to the rna facturing sector, excluding 60 million
workers, i75 percent of the workers covered by
OSHA. Th
covered industries account for more
than half o t e reported occupational health problems linked chemical exposure.
Secretarie , o·r instance, wouldn't have the right
to know what emicals they breathe in each day at
the copying m hine. Painters, 71 percent of whom
suffer from ne ous system disorders due to workplace exposur t solvents, would also be excluded
under the OSH
andard.

"IT'S A DIFFICULT thing to oppose. I mean, it
sounds like you are standing up for cancer," said the
former head of Philadelphia's Chamber of Commerce. But ideals often lose their shine when they
rub against gritty political and economic realities.
Opponents usually opt for an alternative bill - one
that's so weak, has so many loopholes, covers so few
chemicals, that it's really the right to know nothing.
Therein lies the clash.
When the nation's first strong right-to-know law,
pushed by an unusual alliance of labor, environmentalists and community activists, was passed in Philadelphia's City Council in 1981, it met with stiff
industry opposition in the form of a competing law
proposed by then Mayor William Green.
Green's bill lost, after intensive lobbying which
included sit-ins and disruptions of City Council by
the Delaware Valley Toxic Coalition. The activists
wore surgical masks to illustrate their point.
Pennsylvania's law, passed last October, is the
nation's toughest, next to New Jersey's. It was
signed reluctantly by Gov. Richard Thornburgh

THE ST ANDA explicitly requires labeling and
the filing ofform o only 600 chemicals(over 2,000,
with the inclusion f hemical compounds.) It leaves
it to the chemica anufacturers to decide what
additional chemical are hazardous - the prover-

W'

he NIOSH "Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemica Substances" lists 57,000 toxic chemicals. Some
st tes, New Jersey and Pennsylvania among them,
w ld require labeling and forms for every single
w kplace substance, hazardous or not.
erhaps the most complex legal issue, and the one
m st often raised by industry spokesmen, concerns
tr esecrets. Each local law has trade secret provisio s, but those outlined in the OSHA standard are
br ad enough to constitute a loophole.
nee claimed, the trade secret exemption would
be very expensive and time consuming to challenge
and the penalties for unjustified claims are minuscule. Even physicians treating workers would have
access to such inform~tion only if they signed a confidentiality agreement and put up as much as their
own homes as collateral. Critics say many doctors
won't take the risk.

ACTUALLY IT IS extremely rare for a chemical
name to be considered a trade secret. Most chemicals cari easily be traced by a competitor from the
actual product. What is really secret is the process of
making the chemical, which need not be revealed
under any right-to-know law.
Had the same OSHA standard been issued before
the enactment of the numerous laws, it probably
would have been welcomed. Any step by the federal
government to protect workers, no matter how
small, has always been part of the liberal agenda.
But the times have changed. Ronald Reagan is in
the White House, and liberal activists are giving up
hope of initiating progress from the top down.
Instead they battle on the ground that once belonged
to the conservatives- the city, the small town, the
neighborhood. In the case of right to know, they have
been remarkably successful.
All the local laws have industry reeling, and threatens interstate commerce. For industry, a uniform
standard would be preferable, a weak standard better still, so they seek federal protection.
THE LEGAL arguments are complex but, basiPlease see LIBERALS, Page 8

Fumes sicken
workers, pupils.

Photo by Francis Coco

Summit High School Principal Donald Geddis looks at a device
used to test air samples in a classroom
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Two unrelated incidents in.:
volving gas fumes in adjoining
Union County towns sent 22 people
to the hospital yesterday and
fo!'ced the closing of a high school
and a manufacturing plant.
While corporate officials at
Falcon Safety Products in Mountainside said exhaust from a propane forklift truck was the probable cause of the incident there,
Summit school officials said late
yesterday they .still did not know
the origin of the gas that caused
the suspension of classes for the
high school's 818 students.
All 12 of the Summit High
School students and faculty members taken to Overlook Hospital
were treated with oxygen and released by early afternoon, but four
of the nine female employes from
Falcon were admitted for observation, said hospi\al spokesman
Jerry Rosen.
Photo by Franc•s Coco
One patient, Judith Cooper, Summit High School student
48. of Newark was in the intensive Chris Skelly rests in the 0~
(Continued on Page 17)
look Hospital waiting roO:ttl'
<

last night after complaining
lins, officials said.
Jayne Longmore, emergency
pecialist supervising the late~
flood of inhalation victims,
.1mit Patrolman Matthew Dun' who was overcome by fumes
~vestigating the school incident,
s under observation late yesterJngmore speculated the officer's
Jn "might have been more severe
Je, as I understand, he is a heavy
.;r."

·'Although we haven't identified ti·
of the gases in the two incidents, .
have ruled out any life-threatening
.stances," Longmore said. "It's good
vs for the kids and their relatives."
. The physician noted, however, that
opane might not have been the only
1use of the problems at the Falcon
!ant.
· "It· has been our experience that
1ropane, unless in very high concentra.ions, does not cause the symptoms we
saw in those patients," Longmore said.
"Although it might have caused the
shortness of breath, it doesn't explain
the throat and lung irritation the employes reported."_
The doctor said no toxic levels of
any chemicals were found in initial
blooll tests on victims from either
group, but "we may know more in a
few•days, after we get the results of
some more specialized tests."
, ,,A laboratory analysis of air sampi~ .from the high school found the air
"essentially normal." While the cause
of the incident remained a mystery, the
sc~gol will reopen this morning, accoojjng to Schools Superintendent RicharfFiander.
ihe "incredible coincidence" of
the two incidents, which stretched
Overlook's emergency room facilities
to capacity, began about 10:45 a.m.,
Rosen said, ·when ambulances brought
the first employes from Falcon.

Emergency services personnel take positions out.sidiO..Ol•u..uu.w"""
School following a report of gas fumes

more Si Allen, 16. "Then I started to get know how serious the problem was,"
dizzy, with a bad headache and 1 began said Geddis.
shaking.
Fiander said the equipment used
"The kids told me later that I to analyze the air could test to O.l parts
was incoherent, but I don't remember per million. While the air was found to
anything like that," Allen remarked be "essentially normal," laboratory
cheerfully as he was being released technicians did find •·some traces of a
from the emergency ward. "I feel fine substance that they believe is acetic
now."
acid," he said.
High School assistant principal
While the acid was not necessarily
Dennis Fyffe, who was also overcome the cause of the illnesses, whatever the
by fumes when he inspected the class- substance was, "it was extremely
room, said the reading teacher "did no- short-Jived," Fiander said.
tice a faint odor in the room last week,
At the Falcon plant on Bristol
but it was only a whiff and went away, Road off Route 22, the firm's 73 emso she didn't think anything of it:'
ployes were sent home at 1 p.m., acA technical team from Ciba-Geigy cording to Patricia Galvach, the compCorp.'s pharmaceutical's division in troller.
Summit took air samples in the school
"We felt we'd take every precauand also left behind long-term air sam- tion conceivable," she said, adding that
piers in the reading lab.
air samples were taken in the wareDeputy Fire Chief William Stanek house area where the nine women besaid he and a team of five firefighters came sick.
donned airmasks and began an immedi"We're doing everything humanly
ate sweep of the area. They searched possible to assure everyone that things
for solvents or anything toxic that are safe. The plant is perfectly safe, but
might be releasing the fumes, he said, we're taking every precautionery
noting they also checked the roof in measure," saijl Galvach.
case someone had thrown a canister
The otlii' three employes still in
near the ventilating system.
Overlook for observation last night
Firefighters tested for carbon- were Mazy Phillips of Plainfield, Cathbased compounds but found no evidence erine £Hingston of Newark and Marion
of such gases. Officials from the board Johufon of Irvington.
of health also came up empty-handed,
The Mounta.ill$ide plant assembles
Stanek said.
. prOducts sudl as ooat horns and comThose in the building described the pressed a1r canist~rs used by photogragas as everything from odorless to pro- phers.
pane and DDT, a pesticide, Fiander
lathe warehouse section, the forksaid.
runs on an engine powered by
"Vapors from the
which one
said
sometimes travel
use than

About 11 a.m., sever;il Summit
High School students in the second-floor
reading lab complained of dizziness,
nausea and pressure behind the eyes.
Marsha Glasser, the reading teacher,
experienced similar symptoms and
called for assistance. A few staff memhers also became ill when they entered
the room, according to Principal Donaid Geddis.
School nurse Winifred Amos, who
later became ill, examined the students
and sent two of them to Overlook Hospita! immediately. School officials
evacuated the building and called the
police and fire departments and the
board of health.
Nine students, two assistant prin·
cipals, the school nurse and the police
ofJk!r eventually were transported to
the Summit hospital."Sever. cluits
• were sUffering from high b oH..
~ure. either induced by the gas or
the excitement, according to school ofii'~1~~~-a~ls=·~~~~~~~. .--~b~u~tJ:~~~~e~~81~~'

~ta~~~
truck
Galv&eh.··

·1U.S. Chemical Disclosure-Law Efforts
. Gettitfb~l/st From :~~~~!~~;~~f.~~.;
By JuLIE B. SowMoN
And MARK RussELL
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Efforts to enact state and local "rightto-know" laws regarding hazardous chemicals are getting a boost from the tragedy
in Bhopal, India.
The city of Akron, Ohio, passed such an
ordinance Monday, and in nearby Cleveland a city council committee was scheduled to vote on a similar measure today. In
Louisiana, environmental and labor groups
failed to get a bill out of a legislative committee last spring, but expect an easier
time next year. "It ought to be a whole lot
easier for legislators to understand what
we're talking about than it was a year
ago," said Ross Vincent, president of the
Ecology Center of Louisiana. "This (Bhopal) is a classic example of the kind of
situation than can occur."
Business groups strongly oppose state
and local regulations, arguing that they
shouldn't have to comply with varying requirements when federal rules addressing
disclosure will take effect next year. But
labor and environmental organizations say
the federal standards, set by the Occupational Safety amd Health Administration,
don't go far enough. Those groups, along
with several states, are suing to prevent
the OSHA rules from taking effect and,
perhaps, superseding more stringent state
and local standards.
Currently, 20 states and more than 40
cities hazardous chemicals disclosure
laws, according to the Environmental Action Foundation of Washington, D.C.
Among the states are New York, California, New Jersey, Maine and West Virginia.
The cities include Philadelphia; Cincinnati; San Diego; and Sacramento, Calif.

Laws Vary
While the specifics of the laws vary,
they generally require compame3 to label
hazardous chemicals and to inform
workers about potential dangers They also
require employers to train workers to deal
with spills, leaks or other accidrnts, which
must in turn be reported to authorities.
Most of the laws don't give the general
public the same access to information as
workers, although that may become an issue. "You can't separate work health and
safety from environmental safety (for the
public)," said Dr. Sidney Wolfe of the Public Citizen Health Research Group, which
was founded by consumer activist Ralph
Nader.
"My problem with the Akron ordinance
is that cities, and perhaps even states,
aren't at the proper level to deal with these
problems," said William C. Becker, a vice
president of the chemical group of Akronbased B.F. Goodrich Co. "The right-toknow laws of states and cities aren't consistent with each other, and the multiplicity of laws makes life difficult for manufacturers, distributors and employers."
The ordinm>"e passM by Akron Monday

sprang from barrels of chemicals left in a
lot by a company that had gone out of business. Local residential blocks were evacuated, and city officials worried about the
safety of firemen dealing with an unknown
substance.
It turned out the gas wasn't lethal,
"but it could have been," said Don Plusquellic, city council president. "All we
knew lat the timel was that it was some
kind of green gas. It could have been the
same thing as Bhopal." Akron's ordinance
would have passed without the Bhopal accident, Mr. Plusquellic said, but he added
that the India disaster quelled last-minute
opposition from local businessmen. "They
came down to speak against it," he said,
"but they didn't want to make a full-blown
appearance and be the bad guys against
the good guys. It wasn't a good position to
be in, given the disaster."

News Coverage Cited
The Bhopal accident also attracted
Cleveland television news coverage of the
Akron ordinance- which has encoura~ed
Cleveland proponents of a similar measure. "It's given a much greater public jmpetus," said Jay Westbrook, a Cleveland
city councilman. "It's certainly dampened
any delay tactics or out-and-out opposition.
It's put opponents in an exposed position."
Much the same thing is happening in
Washington state, where Republican Gov .
John Spellman vetoed a disclosure law last
March. But he was defeated in November by Democrat Booth Gardner. who has
pledged to sign a new bill. The measure
will be reintroduced in January, and public
hearings are planned.
"We have Union Carbide plants here in
Washington, and we've been getting calls
from residents asking, 'Do you know what
they're doing lat the plants)?' " said Gerhard Letzing of Washington Fair Share, a
self-styled citizens lobby that supports a
disclosure Jaw. The Union Carbide Corp.
plants are in Spokane and Seattle.
The bill that Gov. Spellman vetoed included both community and worker access
to information; its most controversial part
was aimed at protecting farm workers and
was opposed by the growers' lobby. Mr.
Letzing notes that the Bhopal disaster involved an ingredient used in making pesticides. and added, "We'll try to strengthen
that part of the bill. Bhopal clearly demonstrates the dangers."
Business groups are arguing that the
Bhopal accident shouldn't be part of "the
debate over state and local disclosure
rules, but they feat they aren't being
heard. "It wasn't a laCk--of information
that caused lBhopall. ·' said Im:iRstephen·
son of the Cleveland law firm 's~re,
Sanders & Dempsey. which is working WlQ}
local business groups on the issue. "But to
try to make that distinction only appears
callous. (The Bhopal accident! blll a
strong emotional impact; it's a frustrating
dilemma.··

Lesniak wants bi-county council
to form strategy on toxic spills

•

for stiffer fines on chemical companies
By LISA PETERSON
that violate air pollution laws. The
Plans were announced yesterday measure, however, failed to pass in the
by State Sen. Raymond Lesniak (D- Assembly.
Union) to establish a Union and MidHe said the HMAC would:
dlesex County Hazardous Materials Ad• Provide a forum to define and
visory Council (HMAC), which would
join local and county governments and address community hazardous materiindustry to provide improved prevent~ als risks and concerns.
tive measures and responses to tox1c
• Suggest strategies to reduce dechemical accidents.
fined risks and concerns.
Lesniak said the series of chemical
spills in North Jersey in the past few
• • Maximize the use of available
months, including several in Union federal, state, local and industry reCounty alone, convinced him that, sources during hazardous materials
"There is an obvious lack of planning in emergencies.
terms of preventative measures as well
• Promote a greater awareness of
as emergency responses to thes~ acci- problems and resources .and expand the
dents that shows a need,for a vehicle to use of mutual aid agreements to enaddress those problems.
courage greater interagency, interThough countless chemicals are ~jurisdictional and industry involvement
produced in the state, Lesniak said, and cooperation.
"We don't really know what our chemi.
.
• Estabhsh a higher level of precal industry is manufacturing and
using."
paredness and public protection.
The senator, who represents both
.Lesniak said the Department of
Union and Middlesex counties, said the Enytronmental Protection (DEP),
two are in need of a "watchdog-type" which handles these emergencies,
group to keep a closer eye on the chem- works on a ca~e by case basis. He
ical operations that are prevalent in the added, "There IS a need for a more
areas, and to make certain there are struct~red response and cooperation
also no unreported hazardous chemical from 1.nd~.stry because they have the
accidents.
expertise.
He said the chemical tragedy in
The senator sa~d legisl~tion will be
India also underscored the need for in- developed to provide fundmg for the
creased attention to the hazardous rna- council which he estimated would reterial industry.
q.uir~ less than $100,000 to begin funcLesniak sponsored a bill, which ttonmg.
. passed in the Senate Monday, calling
He said the group would report

I
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yearly to the Legislature and that he is
confident "my colleagues will be sensitive to the need for this type of effort in
light of the recent problems in this area
and in India."
Lesniak said his plans for the
group comprise representatives from
the two county managers' offices, local
government and industry as well as police, fire, health and hospital personnel.
He said the council would devise
strategies for dealing with the hazardous materials problems that would be
"broader than any other program and
would have more cooperation from industry."
Lesniak said he expected to hold a
meeting for planning the council with
those that would possibly be involved
by early January. He maintained that
representatives from Merck & Co.,
Exxon and DuPont (all with plants in
eastern Union County) said they "intend to fully cooperate."
He said the council would operate
out of a county office.
The senator said DEP has not been
contacted about his plans.
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Sulfur spills as s ip unloads at DuPont
l

By LISA PETERSON
About six tons of nonhazardous
mo ten sulfur that was being unloaded
fro a ship into a storage container at
th E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.'s
G aselli plant in Linden yesterday
s illed onto the company's dock and
nk in the Arthur Kill, officials said.
No injuries were reported in the
·shap.
.
.
.
Linden Lt. Richard Smnott said
that although safety and health officials
from Du Pont, the Coast Guard, the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) and Middlesex County Air Pollution Control responded to the scene, the
spill was considered a relatively
"minor type of thing.''
The Du Pont plant last month was
a scene of what appears to be a rash of
accidents at chemical plants in the
Union County area.
Stanley Larmee. Du Ponfs supervisor of research and development,
said, however, that this situation could
not be considered a Du Pont problem
but was the Venezuelan ship's responsibility. But tie added the company would
cooperate in the cleanup.
Larmee said the incident occurred
about 1:30 p.m. during the unloading of

Officials label incident \minor'
as chemical sinks in Arthur Kill
the raw material used to produce sulfuric acid when a hose connected to Du
Pont's pipeline developed a leak and
caused the sulfur to escape.
He said that although the spill
lasted ''about 30 seconds to a minute.··
the accelerated pumping process used
to transfer the material caused tons of
the sulfur to spill.
Larmee said about four of the six
tons estimated to have leaked went into
the water. He said it would take at least
until the end of the week to remove the
solidified material from the Arthur
Kill's surface.
The research and development supervisor added that, initially, 12 to 25
tons of sulfur was thought to have
escaped, but "the Coast Guard checked
with those on the ship about the pumping capability (used in the transfer process) and revised the estimate down."
He said that when the spillage
began, the ship's crew immediately
shut off the pumps supplying the sulfur,
and Du Pont's operator turned off the

valve at the company's end of the operation.
Larruee s~id he did not know how
many people were on the vessel at the
time but said he saw about 20. He said
the Du Pont operator was the only person on the dock at the time.
Larmee said the "virtually odorless" sulfur, which solidified shortly
after it was spilled, is "not a hazard, It
is a slight fire hazard because it is hot
and flammable in its liquid form. but it
poses no threat once it is frozen."
He said th~ material is not considered harmful to humans or fish in its
solidified state because ·'it does not dissolve or react in water."
Coast Guard Lt. Peter Blaisdell
added the sulfur ''isn't (usually) a health
hazard (to humans)," but maintained,
"It is toxic to water foul or aquatic
lite:·
Blaisdell said the sulfur gives off a
poisonous gas when it burns and said it
will burn the skin and eyes on contact.
Harry McDowell, manager of

,afetv. health and the envtronment a(
Ou Pont, said the sJlfur was 4eing dc:1vered from South America on the ship
Harry H. .Jaquet.
DEP spokesman George Klenk
said the ship has a Liberian registration.
McDowell said that after the sulfur was transformed into sulfuric acid.
it would be used to produce fertilizers.
synthetic detergent and other substances manufactured at the plant.
~armee said that less than three
hours after the spill the hose was replaced and the pumpin6 of thP sulfur
resumed.
He said the Coast Guard also gave
clearance fo~ the ship, whtch was due
to finish unloading the material last
night. to leave as scheduled .about midnight with the understanding the cleanup would be done by wQrkers from th
shipping company.
At about 6:30 p.m. last night Larmee said details for how to go about the
cleanup were still being worked out.
He speculated, however, that the
bright yellow solidified sulfur would be
pinpointed in Arthur Kill (which connects the Raritan Bay with New York
Harbor's upper bay) by a diver

v. omg l t 1ts ktnd in ., ' 1atwn. was
na~'tCd last year after b.tt r bat m
A c u~l!tl n f ~nronmental and the Legisla,ture. It calb M most 1ldJCr
labor group:; , sterday accused New manufacturers and bu 1 ~f 1 ev;
Jersey's ch m1 l md ustry of systemat- Jersey to provide informatl'ln about
ically refu:.mg to provide workers, the hazardous materials in thr ·or'kpl c
public and emfrgency response person- to workers, the surround! c. mm m y
nel with in' rmation about hazardous and police and emerge cv re poP.
materials in the\ ~ rkplace.
personnel.
At a press conference in Trenton,
In August, a broad based "ro• J: nf
the New Jersey Right-to-Know Coali- manufacturers and bu ne.. roup:>
tion said business and chemical groups filed a lawsuit seeking to halt tmpl"continue to prc•s court challenges to mentation of the new !a •:. The group
the tough, m'w sta P right-to-know law argued that it conflicts w th a recrntly
while professing to •upport the intent of rnacted federal Occu p~ iCnal Safe ~t
giving workers inf0rmation about haz- and Health AdministratJOn (OSHA)
ardous materiaL:.
standard on the same i '
''The entire state right -to-know
But Rick Engler. a oc1ate dtrec
law is under attack today,'' said .J mes tor of the Philadelphia area pro.}CCt on
Lana d, of the :'-lew Je· sey Environ occupational safet.- and healtl noted
mental Lobby. rf'fcrrmg specificallv t that OSHA's regulation make no pro\ t
a ch<~llenge o! the new law in court b·· swn for providing the public and emer
the Chemical lndu.try Council (C'IC) of gency fire response personnel w1th
New Jersey and New Jersey Business needed information about hazardou:-.
and Industry Association, among materials.
others. "They don't want meaningful inEngler also accused the industry
formation to be provided to workers."
of advising companies to delay sen~
The law, considered the most ing workplace survey forms that deta1l
- - - - -- - - -- - - - - what hazardous materials are stored at
a manufacturing site until the lawsuit
is decided.
Hal Bozarth, a lobbyist for the
CIC, denied that accusation. He said,
"We're not telling anyone to hold back
the survey forms.''
The chemical industry does support providing firefighters and emergency response personnel with inform~
tion about hazardous substances, sa1d
Bozarth. He maintained that the industry supports a recent proposal by Sen. ·
Raymond Lesniak (D-Union) to set up a
new Hazardous Materials Advisory
Council along the industrial corrider in
Union and Middlesex counties. The
council is designed to define the risks of
dangerous materials in the community
and to increase preparedness to deal
with emergencies.
"There has to be more coordination between industry and emergency '
response programs," acknowledged Bozarth.
But the coalition members said .
the tragic gas leak in BhopaL India,
that killed more than 2,000 persons,
demonstrates the need for a strong
right-to-know law.
"The fundamental question is what
is stored in the area and what are the
consequences if there is a release of a
hazardous substance." said Tony Mazzocchi former health and safety director fo~ the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers.
A preliminary decision on an injunction requested by industry is due
before the first of the year by a federal
district court ·ud e.
!

•

4 r;ght~to·know panelists accused of conflict
By GUY STERLING

Labor -environment group criticizes ·
choice of chemical jndustry execs
their seats on the Worker and Community Chemical Right-to-Know Advisory
Council.
"The first loyalty of these four
council members is to their corporations and, accordingly, they will not do
anything to undermine that allegiance.
We do not believe they could work for a
meaningful implementation of the statute," said coalition co-chairman Rick
Engler.
The 11-member council was established to oversee implementation of a

"We think there should be corporate representation on th~ council, but
let it come from companies not fighting
the right-to-know law," said James
Lanard of the New Jersey Environmental Lobby and coalition co-chairman.
"The ethical options open would be
for the individuals associated with
these firms to resign from the council
or for their companies to withdraw
· from the trade association lawsuit."
Engler said.
Cited by the coalition as advisory
council members involved in a conflict
of interest were Engle D. Southard of
Union Carbide. Joseph Caporossi of
American Cyanamid, Gastone Bello of
Ciba-Geigy and Thomas E. Whaley of
Exxon.

1

statute that requires most major businesses and manufacturers in the state
to provide information about hazardous
materials in the workplace to workers,
surrounding communities and police
and emergency response personnel. Appointed by Gov. Thomas Kean, board
members have met twice, most recently this week.
The four representatives of the
chemical industry "are management
officials of corporations that have
taken official stands against New Jer-

Southard, the council chairman,
was nominated to the advisory committee by the New Jersey Chamber of
Commerce, another organization fighting the right-to-know measure, the coalition said in a prepared statement.
Southard characterized the conflict-of-interest charges as "strange"
and "out of order.··
"We're not there representing the
companies for which we work but rather as individuals seeking health and
safety in the workplace and community
at-large," he said.
"All the council members represent a broader-based constituency of
New Jersey that's not limited to their
professional affiliations. We're there
for our commitment, dedication and
expertise."

sey"s right-to-know legislation,'' said
Engier, who is associate director of the
Philadelphia Area Project on Occupational Safety and Health and a representative of more than 40 New Jersey
labor unions.
"There would be no conflict of interest if the companies had not sworn
to abolish the right-to-know law," he
said.
The four firms belong to the
Chemical Industry Council of New Jersey (CIC), which, along with other
groups, has challenged the new law in
federal court on the grounds that it conflicts with recently enacted federal
standards on the same issue.
Exxon, added Engler, also has opposed the right-to-know measure on its
own.

Southard a chemical engineer and
manager of ;a~ety and .en~ironm~ntal
· affairs for Umon Carbide s specialty
chemical division, said' the charg~s
could impede the council's wo~k "1f
they become issues during our deliberations."
·
.
The council does not establish policy but rather advises several ~epart
ments in state government on nght-toknow matters, he added.
Hal Bozarth, CIC spokes~a~, d~
scribed the charges as "disappomtmg.
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39 felled by fumes
at Brick Twp. mall

State Health Department emergency response specialist Robert Hung
talks with reporters aHer noxious fumes forced the evacuation of the
Caldor department store in Brick Township

Continued from Page 1

tion in the lungs. She was listed in good
condition, he said.
The other 38 people were treated
and released. The spokesman said they
complained of lightheadedness, headaches and numbness and tingling in the
extremities. Four were treated with oxygen for several hours.
Hung said the fluid overheated because of an equipment failure that resulted in electricity to the compactor
not shutting off at the appropriate time
at night.
Breton Woods Volunteer Fire Department Chief Ross Poppe said he was
notified at 11:30 a.m. that there was a
gas leak.
The odor was detected in Wags

Odd Lot, the Fashion Bug and Caldor. A
fourth store in the shopping center,
ShopRite, has a separate ventilation
system.
The stores were closed for the rest
of the day and about 150 people were
evacuated, Poppe said. Four other fire
departments were called and first aid
squads began transporting employes
and customers to the hospitals.
Forty fans were placed at the entrances to the stores and the back doors
were opened so. fresh air could be
pushed through the buildings, Poppe
said.
Hung said Caldor would not be
subject to a fine or citation because of
the equipment failure.
The stores are expected to be reopened today, officials said.

Improper chemic __ _

e.d Jn fata bl st
AKRON, Ohio (AP}-A New Jersey firm sent three unauthorized and
dangerous chemicals to the city'S Recycle Energy System plant shortly before
it exploded last week, but Mayor Tom
Sawyer has withheld blame for the accident.
Sawyer said in a news briefing one
. week after the fatal explosion that the
New Jersey waste-disposal company,
S&W Waste Inc. of Kearny, said the
chemicals were "mixed in error" with
an approved shipment of oil-soaked
sawdust.
The chemicals-xylene, toluene
and methyl ethyl ketone-are "specifically unauthorized for use" at the
plant, Slwyer said.
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency says the three chemicals
are common industrial solvents.
"We're seeing the beginning of a
series of fact patterns which ultimately, I believe, will lead to getting to the
core of the events of last Thursday,"
Sawyer said.
Harry Moscatello, director of environmental aff~irs for S&W, said his
company sent two shipments at different times on Dec. 20 to the Akron plant.
Although both shipments had sawdust mjxed with oil sludge, an approved
waste for the plant, one may have also
contained ~dues from paint .pigment
tank bottoms, ~oscatello said.
Those residues were supposed to
be shipped to a federally approved hazardous waste landfill, he said.
"It appears that the paint bottoms
.were shipped with the oil sludge," Moscatello said, adding, "S&W's policy is
to openly and fully participate in the

continuing inquiry to determine which
of the waste shipments may have contributed to the fire."
Three men died and another seven
were injured during the explosions.
Two of the injured remained hospitalized with burns at Children's HospitalMedical Center of Akron. They are
Emil George Katona, 34, listed in fair
condition, and Kenneth Bell, 49, in serious condition.
Akron arson investigators learned
of the chemicals Monday while visiting
S&W. The preliminary results of independent tests made by the Akron Fire
Department also confirmed that toluene and xylene were in ~mples taken
from the plant, the mayor said.
Sawyer has asked law director
Harold Stubbs to discuss possible legal
action with the Summit County prosecuf.Qr and state attorney general's office.
lfhe results of further laboratory
.
reports and the continuing investigation
will determine what legal steps may be
taken, Sawyer said.
A Findlay, Ohio, company, meanwhile, was supposed to begin assessing
the cleanup effort yesterday, Sawyer
said.
The company, O.H. Materials, was
hired by the city; Ohio Citizens Bank of
Toledo, the trustee for the holders of
$46 million in construction bonds; and
the Ohio Water Development Authority,
which issued tfte bonds and supported
the projecrfinantially.
Sawyer said he was uncertain how
mur.,_h the effort would cost and who
woi!ld pay for it. The waste will be disposed of at an undetermined site approved by the Ohio EPA.

io calls for kill ~ bemical transport r
TORR
WASH! T.&N-Rep-. James
Florio (D-lst Illft.) charged yesterday
that t feder"l Department of Transport
(00'1: · allowing unsafe rail
trans
atidn -4lf methyl isocyanate
(MIC ,
gas that killed thousands ree Bhopal, India, disaster.
In letter to Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole, Florio called on
the 4ep~tment to order an immediate
change the regulations governing the
movement of the chemical in anything
but the most protective tank cars.
"We must not allow ourselves to
wait for a tragedy like that which oc-

Mrs. Dole pressed to tighten rules
on rail ship ~nt
arbide gas

?lti!--!llllrutS, or
•- tom outlet va ves.
In his letter to Dole. Florio urged
~
the
secretary
to undertake a full review
cuqed iO. Inw~- o ~:Me every
u- the DOT's materials transportation butiol!. There have been many incidents m reau, said the department had not re- of the regulations for all chemicals
the Unit~d States where simp)e tank ceive(~ the letter and declined to com- transported by rail to ensure that proP-:
er safeguards are in place.
cars have· rupturei! ln accid~ts a
'On its specifics.
chemicals have been released.
"We are aware of this issue. We
Florio chairs the Kou subcom·
"Although many accidents have have been working on an overhaul of mittee on comrnerc 111.n~portation
been extremely serious, we have not our regulations for some time and we and tourism, which ~APY held a join
faced a situation where a chemical plan to initiate a rule-making action hearing with the llodW'subcommitt~
such as MIC has been releasect," Florio pecifica~ relating to volatile toxic on health and the environment to look
wrote.
material in he near furture," he said. into the production of MIC at a Union
Alan Roberts, associate director of
According to Florio, the current Carbide plant in West Virgina.
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Workers pump toxins,
from Newark building -By DAVID SCHWAB
Wearing special protective suits,
workers hired by the state yesterday
removed the first truckload of 4,000
gallons of hazardous waste stored at a
Newark warehouse.
The flammable materials were
pumped from a holding tank in the
Thomas Street building in the Ironbound into a waiting tank truck, according to Howard B. Epstein, a state

deputy attorney general.
For more than a year. the state
Department of Environment Protecti'OJ!.,.
(DEP), spurred by protests from neigh:
borhood residents, has been trying to.
remove the wastes from the warehouse.·
The warehouse owners, facing crimina~ .
charges, had declined to take action. •
As many as 20,000 containers _of
chemicals and toxic substances were
found there following a fire in April- _
1983.

The 6,000-gallon tank truck left
the site yesterday around 10:15 a.m:,
headed for Rollins Environmental Services in Logan Township, where the Ilia·terials will be incinerated, Epstein said.
Workers did not determine pr:e--.
cisely what the materials removed
were. But tests showed they did not
contain PCBs and that the liquids could
be safely mixed in the truck, Epstejn
said.
Workers from O.H. Materials of
Findlay, Ohio, have been contracted ~y .
the DEP to perform the cleanup.
.
The first load was supposed td .
have been transported Thursday but:_
was.postponed because of the snow. Tire
entire cleanup operation is expected to
be completed by February at a cost of .
about $2.5 million.
After the owner of the warehouse. ·
declined to take charge of the cleanup,
the DEP was placed in control by a Superior Court judge earlier this year. ·
The five corporations and sevett top officials of the firms connected- with the storage operation are scheduled to go on trial in Newark n~xt
month on charges of illegally storing
materials there.
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DEP ,worker Pritt Pals adjusts code numbers on a tanker truck in
·
Newark to indicate a shipment of hazardous liquid waste

